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MOROS MAKE TROUBLE
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HALL
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""'an'ls,

Mutoi

Jan. tlj
wer k'lled today wV they wos
a body ol
attemothte to ambusli
American troops on the island of Join
In the course of fighting Lieutenant
a
AfrO
nf the Sopomi Cavalry
shot twice and one American soldiet
was wounded.
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EXCHANGE MEMBER EXPELLED.
New York, Jan. 11 W. R. Holll'
gan, board member of the stock ex
change firm of Holligan & Company,

MANZELL PARKS MAKES SENSATIONAL STATEMENT IN
CON-NER-

TRIAL.

COMPETITION HAS

LOST

ITS

SWAY
ANDREW

CARNEGIE 8AYS MANU
FACTURERS CAN FIX AND
MAINTAIN PRICES.

was expelled from the exchange today,
according to announcement made by
the governors. The cause of the ex- THEY EXERGISETHEiPRIVILEGE
OTHERS
IMPLICATES
pulsion was given merely as alleged
misrepresentations that he made when
8AYS GUNREY, MIZNER, BENDER, obtaining membership in 1902. The STEEL MAGNATE DECLARES THE
CAPITALISTS HOLD MEETINGS
firm of W. R. Holligan & Company
MAPLE AND STEVENS WERE
in 190H, and consists,
was
TO REGULATE BUSINESS.
organized
CONNECTED WITH PLOT.
besides Mr. Holligan. of John W.
Rodgers and Thomas J. Walsh.
LAUDS COMMERCE COMMISSION
WAS
GUILTY
BURNS
NOT

WIRE TELEQRAPH

JANUARY

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

FRYING PAN TO FIRE
Sacramento, Calif., Jan. 11 Fred
Pacific
Clifford, formerly Southern
ac nt at Burbank, California, who is
a Unit to be released from the Texas
penitentiary at the expiration of his
term, will be met at the prison door
with a warrant for his arrest and ex
tradition to California to face charg
es of theft preferred by the railroad
The requisition
papers
company.
have been issued by Governor John
son and forwarded to Texas.
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When You Think You
Are "It" You Are
Soon Disillusioned

SERVICE

EDITION.

CITY

11, 1912.

STANDPATTERS IN
THE ROLE OF
VICTORS

PRINCETON'S NEW PRESIDENT
Princeton, N. J., Jan. 11. Dr. John
Grler Hibben,
professor of logic,
of
today was elected
president
Princeton university.
He succeeds
Woodrow Wilson, who resigned the
presidency in the fall of 1909 to become the democratic candidate for
governor of New Jersey.
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ADJOURN TO ST. PETERSBURG.
OLD LINE
A

REPUBLICANS

TRIUMPH OVER THEIR
SURGENT

WHEN

T

BROTHERS.

A MAN MARRIES

SCORE
IN-

Peking, Jan. 11. The negotiations, OFFICERS ARE GATHERIN3 VP
which are now. proceeding between
MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN
Cbina and Russia on the subject of
ROBBING GANG
Mongolia, henceforth will be ooudu'ted
in St. Petersburg as it 1b considered
that the upheaval here militates M'NAMARA HELD FOR HEARING
against the progress of the discus

San Francisco, Jan. 11. A mort
gage of $28,000 has been placed on an CAMPBELL A COMMITTEEMAN
apartment house owned by Nat Good
sions.
win here as part of the settlement of
HE IS IN JAIL IN NEW YORK CITY
MAD
TO
SUCCEED
WAS
SELECTED
$55,000 which the actor agreed to
MEETING.
UNION
PACIFIC
AND WILL HAVE HEARING
ISON OF KANSAS ON RULES
make on his divorced wife, Edna Good
New York, Jan. 11. Directors of
JANUARY 25
COMMITTEE.
rich.
the Union Pacific railroad held an ex
tended meeting here today to consider
DUCK HUNTERS DISAPPEAR
the advisability of calling in all the HOLLOWAY WANTED IN TEXAS
Bay Shore, L I., Jan. 11. Re'atives MURDOCH OPPOSES CANDIDATE
certificates of the com
outstanding
of E. S. Bailey, Dr. Carl Clemens
of the destruction of
because
pany
LORINER WAS ONLY
Thomas Deltman, who have not WAS SELECTED BY THE PROGRES- records In the
ORDER and
SAYS IT HA8 BROUGHT
Equitable fire. No de- HE IS THE MAN WHO MADE A
JUDGE
HE WILL
ANNOUNCES
been seen since they started out duck
cision was reached.
SIVES AS THEIR MAN FOR
CONFESSION IN CHICAGO,
OUT OF CHAOS IN RAILRULE IN FAVOR OF DETECTIVE
shooting in a motor boat on Sunday,
MAN FOR THE PLACE
JOB.
THE
THE TIP
ROAD WORLD.
IN KIDNAPING CASE.
today offered $1,000 reward to the
finder of any of the bodies.
KANSAS TOWN EMERGES
Jan. 11. Governor
Washington, Jan. 11. Republican
Austin, Tex.,
Washington, Jan. 11. Andrew CarLoa Angeles, Jan. 11. "Conners told SO DECLARES SENATOR, WHO INinsurgency broke out in the house
SISTS NONE OTHER COULD
Colquitt to day requested the gover-o- r
me Saturday that Gunrey, Mizner, him
negie continuing his testimony before
FROM WINTER'S SIEGF
of Illinois to grant a requisition
today for the first time at this session
HAVE BEEN ELECTED.
the house steel trust committee today
self, Bender, Maple and Charles Stev
of congress, when- Insurgent Leader
for Frank Holloway,
alias Robert
declared that the day of competition
ens planned to dynamite the Hall of
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Norris of Nebraska bolted Republican
and
Huntley, arrested in Chicago
Washington, Jan. 11 Details of the had passed because of the ability of
Records, and that he, with Bender
REACH
TO
Leader Mann's selection of Philip FIRST PROVISIONS
wanted In Wilbarger county in conand Maple, were told to do the work. Band of Hope, the Hopkins Helping manufacturers to fix and maintain
JETMORE SINCE CHRISTMAS
Campbell of Kansas, a regular, to sucnection with the robbery of the bank
This statement by Manzell Parks Handera and the Hopkins apple barrel, prices.
ARRIVED TODAY
E. H. Madison, of Kanthe
ceed
late
at Harrold. Holloway recently made
to
was today's contribution by the state all things mOre or less synonymous
able
"have
been
"Men," he said,
Washington, Jan. 11. Senate: In sas,
insurgent, on the house commita startling confession implicating
to the sensations of the trial of Bert with republican politics in Illinois in sit down and agree to fix prices and session at 2 p. m.
tee on rules. Mr. Norris nominated
Jetmore, Kan., Jan. 11. Bearing himself in various robberies.
and
190s
the
of
senatorial
190,
fight
to
them."
with
maintain
Conners, charged
conspiracy
Lorimer election inquiry lesumed, Victor Murdock of
Kansas, insurgent. the first shipment of provisions that
were told by Senator Lorimer today
destroy the county building.
"Do 'you believe that the situation with Senator Lorimer aain on the
snowtdound
Jetmore
Mr. Norris nominated Mr. has
When
reached
insenators
committee
of
before
the
reon
was
declaration
made
Parks'
competition?" he was stand. The hearing was largely devot Murdock, speaker Clark ruled that the since December 26, a Santa Fe train
destroys
today
Held Without Bond
vestigating his election.
direct examination today.
asked.
ed to reading from Chicago papers.
would have to be arrived here today in charge of a
Murdock
nomination
Was
of
session
the
Part
was
Is
morning
man
name
the
whose
Gunrey
New York, Jan. 11. John McNaInterstate commerce committee con- voted upon as a substitute for that tt committee of a hundred Jetmore citi"Certainly."
brought in connection with the letter taken up by the reading of political
alias "Australian Mack" who
men in these corporations tinued hearing on trust problems.
mara,
"That
UnderAn
zens led by Mayor Harry Breeze.
Campbell. Democratic Leader
introduced, photographically, in evi- stories printed by Chicago papers at meet somewhere today to fix and
with having on September
noon.
Met
at
House:
wood urged all democrats to vote for ample supply of food and fuel was
dence yesterday in which Conners the time of Senator Lorimer's election. maintain
15, last, been one of the gang of burgover
Rerubllean
prices?"
fight
Insurgent
the
sustain
republican placed at the disposal of the group
Campbell and
asked for money with which to get Judge Hanecy insisted on reading
"I think that 1b obvious,"
Leader Mann's election of regular re- leader. Mr. Norris said he was not of ranchers and townspeople who lars which dynamited and robbed the
out of the country. The Mizner named them in full to the committee. He said
vaults of the branch of the bank of
Mr. Carnegie was asked if he agreed publics n as successor to Madison of bound
by any party caucus.
gathered at the station with shouts of Montreal at New Westminster, B. C.
by Parks is E. A. Mizner, an official they would support his contention that today with views he expressed two
commitFormer Speaker Cannon, Represen welcome.
Kansas, insurgent, on rules
who Hopkins could never have been elect
of the organized mechanics
abstracting $240,000 in gold and neyears ago, urging government con- tee.
tative Berger, the socialist, and others
walked out of the Harriman railroad ed with the opposition of Governor trol of corporations and regulation of
gotiable papers, today was held by
testi"old
and
a
broke into the fight
general
Andrew Carnettfe continued
Outdoor Work Stops
Deneen and that Senator Lorimer was
shops last year.
United States Commissioner Shields
ensued.
debate
then
prices.
time"
before
inquiry
political
11.
Jan.
mony
Fcr
the
'rut
La
could
OoMt, Wis.,
Stevens' first name is Charles. He the ope man at that time who
Btlll adhere to them," too an- I
Deelnred dav of oonjue!tlon Ilhe house finallv sustained Repub eleventh succdaaeive day the temper- without ball fo- examination January
nov srrrfng- - n fwo yenTS term in !e elected Wfn (tetnocraTr- - votes. awwreu. I believe the e," i fcuiimi. had passed.
25.
lican
Mann
the
Leader
by defeating
ature today was below zero, the therthird should
San Quentin for having beaten a This was Senator Lorimer's
regulate maximum price."
Sugar trust inquiry resumed with nomination of Murdock, 107 to 167. mometer registering a minimum of
a
as
witness.
Llewunfortunate
an
day
It
the
think
"Don't
strikebreaker employed by
you
republicans voted In favor 23 degrees below. Practically all out
W. P. Willett of New York, a techni- Twenty-siDean Is Arraigned
condition "
of Murdock, the remainder of his of door work Is Impossible.
ellyn Iron works after the union men
witness.
cal
Los Angeles, Jan. 11. Charles Dean
"I think the time has arrived when
struck.
Clark's friends claim the votes being democratic.
Speaker
arrest as one of the men who
LEGISLATURE
under
STATE
to
the
I
were
Parks declared that these men
that is necessary and point
Mr. Mann's selection of Represen
Colorado Fears a Blizzard
first instructed delegates for him in
robbed
the bank of Montreal at New
commission,
commerce
e
strike
committee,
workers
commlt-teeiron
on the
interstate
11. Snow began fall
of presidential delegates tative Campbell for the rules
selection
the
Jan.
Denver,
and
wajs arraigned before
Westminster,
was
nnrt that Conners' information
peace
was then agreed to. Mr. Norris
TO MEET MARCH 4 which has brought order,
in the Seventh Kansas district.
throughout the state Police Judge Rose today on a statu
generally
ing
railroad
met
in
the
he
chaos
of
when
on
out
to
1,
him
May
iusttce
given
immediately proposed Representative early today accompanied by an aver
tory charge. Trial was set for Janu
business."
the prisoner on the way to "Needles.
Warburton of Washington, a republi
30 degrees in temperaDean
of
19 and ball fixed at $1,000.
drop
age
committee
of
J.
name
the
the
also
Parks
Mr. Carnegie gave
brought
THAT DATE PROBABLY WILL BE
can insurgent, as a member of the ture with the mercury hovering close ary
which
W.
C.
as
1o
Howard,
was
arraigned
E. Timmons, local chief of the Strucseveral illustrations of his power
INSURANCE POLICIES
BY GOVERNOR- SELECTED
house committee on "sugar trust" af to zero. Snow has been falling steadhe asserted was his true name. The
when he was hi the
cot vnaine
tural Iron Workers' union into the
ELECT M'DONALD.
The
house
Madison.
succeed
to
fairs
was a formality observily for a week in the higher rangts
case today. He said that when he desteel market.
voted this down, 167 to 21 without of the continental divide and rail- arraignment
DAMAGED
NOT
WERE
to
habeas corpus proceedhe
to
Conners
ed
from
letter
prevent
livered the
"Why, take rails, for instance,"
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 11. Immedidebate.
roads report snowdrifts In cuts and ings and to hold the prisoner until a
Gunrey, asking for "getaway" money ately upon being Inaugurated on Mon- continued. "I had many close friends
mountain passes ranging from 10 to Candlan officer arrived.
I remember
Timmons was with Gunrey.
day, January 15, Governor McDonald in the ra'lroad business.
AMERICAN AMBASSADOR RESIGN8 15 feet
SECURITIES
VALUABLE
OTHER
deep, necessitating the conParks also testified that others
must issue his call for the legislature once the Union Pacific had asked for
REMOVED FROM THE EQUITParis, Jan. 11. Robert Bacon, am- stant use of rotary plows. The thaw
the meetings at which Cun-rey-, which must convene within 30 to 60 bids for 70,000 tons of rails and the
ABLE BUILDING RUINS.
bassador of the United States at of the last two days saved thousands
Misner, Stevens, Conners, Ma- days after the inauguration. The call hids were to be opened at Omaha.
Paris, today confirmed the report of of cattle on the eastern Colorado PUDLIC GATHERINGS
have
to
were
said
ple and Bender
will likely set March 4. Withing ten All my competitors were out there
11.
Wreckers
today
Jan.
New
York,
his
resignation. Mr. Bacon has been
but stockmen fear that a conplanned the destruction of the Hall of days of convening the legislature must I walked over to Sidney Dillon, of the
debris and made a Fellow of Harvard university. plains,
the
away
clearing
began
R
tinuance of the present storm means
Records, were C. L. Mars and Abe
proceed to ballot for two United Union Pacific, in New York. I had ice which encase the safe deposit
ARE DISCONTINUED
serious lossses M the storm should
these
for
De Haven, iron workers.
States senators and the fight
once got them a loan of something vaults in the burned Equitable Life
of
the
because
blizzard
a
develop into
honors is already waging hot among like $600,000.
The INTIMATE DETAILS OF
Assurance society building.
weakened condition of the herds.
Burns Is Safe.
the standpat republicans, two of whom
"I told Dillon about the bids, and vaults are said to be intact and their
DALLAS, TEXAS, TAKING NO UNwere
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. II. Detect- will be chosen.
rails
NECESSARY RISKS DURING
asked him if the Carnegie
of half a billion of dollars in
contents
Officials Caught in Storm.
DUSINESS
I
ive William J. Burns was not guilty
PACKERS'
were.
MENINGITIS EPIDEMIC.
said
were
He
they
wreckers
satisfactory.
securities safe. The
Jan. 11. Superin
Great Bend.-Kanof the crime of kidnaping when he
T want the Union Pacific to do hampered by the precarious condition
Ash-crosaid,
tendent Kurn and Trainmaster
IREMEN ACCOMPLISH
captured John J. McNamara here and
business with me and I'll give you of the walls.
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 11. The menace
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa of
INTERESTGIVES
MOYER
HENRY
took him to California last April. Fed-era- l
lowest price.' He said 'all right,
meningitis In Dallas and other
of the Equitable Life
the
vaults
The
who came here from Topeka to in cities of north and east Texas has InIN MILLIONTESTIMONY
Fe,
ING
Judge Anderson indicated today
ton
I
70,000
the
the
withstood
and
got
have been found to have
A THRILLING RESCUE Carnegie,'
vestigate complaints of poor service stilled such fear among all classes of
AIRES' TRIAL
that such would be his ruling. The
contract. Now what's the use of a flames, though they will not be opened
was
Burns
case
the
on the Scott City branch line since
said
against
judge
population that public gatherings have
corporation fighting against such as until completely cooled. It is anlate snowstorms, were tied up been
the
without merit.
11.
Moyer,
Jan.
Henry
Chicago,
practically abandoned. Even
THE
"the 90,000 policies on
TO
as
that?"
CATCH
nounced
BLANKET
that
influence
HOLD
west of here today on their tour of in church
of
In
Argument on the kidnaping charge
accountant
figuroharge
loaned
expert
he
how
had
meetings have been given up;
the Equitable
which
Mr. Carnegie also related
DESCENDING WHITE FORM OF
the
anim- spection. Wires went down and
was begun today. The action came
cost
of
test
slaughtered
the
and
HuntP.
ing
$70,000,000
gatherings are rare, saloon
POODLE.
to
Collis
society
between
A
BEAUTIFUL
credit
a
had given
over
something
re- worst storm of the winter raged
and
up on Detective Brns' petition in a
Armour
for
un
Company,
als
be
to
found
keepers say fear of the meningitis
ington, president of the Union Pacific, $100,000,000 had been
this section today.
habeas corpus proceedings for perma
sixth
as
the
stand
witness
the
sumed
which
in
boxes
"hard
flames
was
steel
epidemic has caused a serious reduc11.
While
in
the
harmed
time1
Jan.
when
at a
Huntington
Chicago,
No Hope in Sight.
nent release from an indictment by were
Chi
ten
althe
case
of
the
are
in
tion in their trade, while women's and
witness
the Oakdale hotel In up."
they were kept Securities
Chicago, Jan. 11. "No moderation men's club
the Marion county grand jury charg- Austindestroying
States
before
United
vaults
the
Deckers
meetings scheduled for the
from
man
cago
removed
Massaof
and
woman
ap
a
today,
ready being
can yet be predicted,"
Representative Gardner
of
consequence
ten
next
ing him with kidnaping.
days have been postponed.
District Judge Carpenter.
and Mr. Carniege had a tilt of the Mercantile Trust company.
peared at a window on an upper floor
said Weather Forecaster Cox today,
of the Texas Ice
Because Burns could not reach In and railed to the firemen for help. A chusetts,
con
convention
The
sit
WMterson
District
Trust
Mercantile
company,
Mr.
The
Attorney
about the price of steel rails,
when asked regarding the prospect of
was
dlanapolis until 4 p. m. today Judge moment later a blanket was thrown Gardner
association.
Manufacturers'
tinued his direct examination.......
becoming quite agitated and uated in the Equitable building,
an early end to the cold wave. The Cream
Anderson withheld the formal record down by the man. Several firemen
"Can vou tell us when the practice severest
which was expected to bring 500 delefluster- registrar for the Union Pacific and It
to
be
the
Mr.
in
plains
refusing
Carnegie
temperature
of his decision until that time. He grasped the sides of the blanket and ed.
here January 17, has been postis understood that the fire destroyed of making a credit allowance nor states
reported today was at Pembia, gates
however. braced themselves to catch the body
Pacific
records,
(rtated to the attorneys,
While the state board of
Union
valuable
the
abandoned
was
packers a. D., 44 degrees below zero.
by
poned.
hides
After the colloquy, the witness re many
. that the fact alone that McNamara that was to fall into the improvised
found that epidemic
shareholders.
of
lists
cost
health
cattle'
test
the
of
yesterday
in
including
he
that
figuring
his original contention,
there is no
had pleaded guilty in California wip- life net. Suddenly out of the smoke peated
have
conditions
improved,
he asked.
More Snow In Kansas
believed $28 a ton a reasonable
the
re
in
malady.
ed away any faults, if such thers were, that filled her room, the woman's
the
let
against
the
remember
I
cannot
fight
date,
up
with
11.
the
Coming
present
Kansas City, Jan.
charge for steel rails at
FIANCEE
RICOESON'S
as to the manner in which the dyna head appeared and she cried.
in
nis
Moyer.
temperature,
plied
Mr.
reiterated
drop
time.
a
Carnegie
pronounced
miter had been taken out of the state
"Hold tight, men," then she threw tariff views.
Moyer produced a bundle of printed snow driven by a wind at 30 miles an
He declared that the
Quarantine Is Established.
He said he did not wish to be under out her little white poodle dog. It
TO HIM forms which he said were used
hour swept over southwestern KanTRUE
steel industry needed no protective
STILL
Texas, Jan. 11. A quar
Groesbeck,
violated
Burns
that
stood as holding
landed safely.
uo
test of cost of cattle in sas, northern Oklahoma and Southern antine "against the world" has been
the
have
need
figuring
and
tariff
that
congress
"Now put up a ladder and we'll
uny regulations whatever in taking
Armour and Company's offices. He Missouri today. The mercury reg.ster- - established here.
All persons are
fear that foreign steel would flood
come down," came tne oraer rrom
McNamara.
ENbeen no change In the ed si xdegrees below at Dolg3 City warned
had
ACTIVELY
there
said
IS
HER
FATHER
market.
American
the
railway tickets
buying
against
as above. So a ladder was raised and
Judge Anderson described Burns
of printed forms used In six or and 10 above at Oklahoma City.
GAGED WORKING FOR COMMUstatement is
the
style
and
to
Groesbeck
service
the couple descended safely. Besides
"a man who has done signal
seven
OF
SENTENCE
TATION
years.
be perwill
no
that
made
persons
for his country" and sail it was impro- the Oakdale hotel, three other buildtook several of the printed
at
trains
Groesbeck..
leave
to
Moyer
mitted
SOLDIERS?
POISONED
WHO
a
was
threa ings were destroyed. The loss
oer that an indictment and
TO ADJUST WAGE SCALE.
Boston, Jan. 11. It is expected that forms and explained In detail the
Lime has been scattered through the
Leavenworth, Kan., Jan. 11. Invesof having to go to the penttneltrav $50,000.
In figuring the test
11. In today's is- streets. There has been no meningltisv
an
method
next
two
Jan.
weeks
within
the
employed
find
appeal
to
Indianapolis,
t
continued
was
today
him.
tigation
it !3
u -otonH against
"
BDUiuu
the items entered sue of United Mine Workers' Journal
the origin of the poison which is be- will be sent to Governor Fobs and the cost, giving all
CHURCH SUPPER VICTIMS.
Heved that the court's attitude towar
sav-tthe
carcass,
to
beginning with a President John P. White issues an ofan
in
effort
council
executive
wbirti
against
hash
in
the
been
to
have
Convention is Removed
will aomv
- to James Ho
Valley City, N. D., Jan. 11. -- Fifty lieved
IMJlira moic
$2.75
of
RicheV.
T.
per head. He ficial call for a joint conference of
Rev.
of
life
Clarence
at
charge
the
killing
Illness of 150 veterans
..-New
York, Jan. U. The outbreak;
l, . fha detective of Los Angeles
persons at Max Bass, N. D., are suf- caused the
allow
bitumin
B IW
miners and operators of the
who ate of It at son, condemned to death for the mur then enumerated the credit
of spinal meningitis in Texas has deHe
fering from ptomaine poisoning from the Soldiers' home,
who assisted h'm.
West
for
deducted
onro
a
byproducts.
coal
states
Pennsylvania,
ous
for
Avis
of
The
Linnell.
fight
None of the der
breakfast Wednesday"
cided the National .Association of lew
eating pie at a chicken pie supper
credits for by Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois
old soldiers was in a danserouB con commutation of the sentence will be said that different
was
The
there.
a
church
pie
SUGAR GOING DOWN.
Cream Manufacturers to change their
given by
is
25.
This
"memo
in
the
here
held
were
to
be
figured
January
financed by Moses Grant Edmands, products
of left in a tin pan for an entire day be- dition at any time, Major J. L. Fryer
'
All
11.
annual convention at Dallas to Chigrades
interJan.
an
York,
New
or "red" cost, and the last the third attempt to organize
to be served. All chief surgeon, says, and those not al father of Miss Violet Edmands, th randum"
cago January IS to 21.
conference.
cost.
refined sugar were reduced five cetrrs fore being warmed
state
or "test"
joint
former fiancee of Mr. Richeson.
well are recovering.
will recover.
ready
sick
of
the
persons
today.
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LAS VEGAS

INAUGURATION
TO BE A

IS

DRY

EVENT
NO LIQUORS WILL BE SERVED AT
RECEPTION OR DANCE IN
SANTA FE.

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 11. This forenoon the executive committee on inaugural viewed the decorations in the
National Ouard armory for the inaugu
ral ball. They are the most ambitious
attempt at decorating ever undertak-- ;
en at Santa Fe and the ball room
looks like Dreamland. Important action was taken at this meeting as well
as at a meeting with chairmen and
vice chairmen held yesterday after- noon in the New Mexican editorial
rooms with Mayor Arthur Seligman
presiding. It is found that there are
applications for 2,000 seats ltfthe hall
of representatives for the inauguration and the seating capacity is only
800. If the weather is as pleasant as
It is today, the inauguration will take
place on the capitol steps, where former inaugurations were enacted. It
is only if the weather is disagreeable
that the hall of representatives will
be used and for that purpose cards of
admission will be distributed as already arranged. Scores of letters received from outside points indicate
that Santa Fe will b filled to overflowing with distinguished visitors on
inauguration day and that admission
to the inaugural ball will be at a premium.
As a concession to the popular trend
of sentiment the executive committee
having in charge the inaugural ceremonies decided to eliminate the serving of champagne or other intoxicants
at any place designated for the in
auguration festivities, be it. at the cap-McDonald
itol, where Governor-elec- t
will take the oath of office at high
noon on Monday; or at the Palace of!
th fiivernnrs whppp the reoentinn
will take place; or at tne National
Guard Armory where the inaugural
ball takes place. This is setting aside
all previous precedents and in itself
is a noteworthy feature of the first
state inaugural.
1

'

Committee Badges Ready.
Chairmen of the
are asked to call on Committeeman
Charles M. Stauffer on Saturday at
the New Mexican business office for
the allotment of badges for their
committee. The badges are striking
souvenirs of the occasion.
Ticket for Inaugural Exercises.
Tickets to the ceremonies in the
hall of the house of representatives
at noon, may be obtained from Land
Commissioner R. P. Ervien on Saturday, and no one who has not a ticket
will be admitted. The doors will be
open in plenty of time before the
hour when Governor McDonald will
be sworn in, and when the ceremonies
start, the doors will be closed.
No Admission Card Needed to Reception.
The citizens of Santa Fe are expected to take full advantage of the
reception from 8 to 10 o'clock in the
evening in the Palace of Governors.
This will be the only function of the
entire inauguration which does not require an admission card. It is hoped
that the capital city's reputation for
hospitality will be amply sustained at
this reception, and that all will turn
out to welcome the Incoming governor.
Will Be Here.
meeting of the executive

At the
committee last night it was decided
to add the name of
George Curry and H. J. Hagerman to
the honorary reception committee.
This places all of New Mexico's former governors on the committee, the
L Bradford
others,
on
that commitalready
Prince, being
tee and Governor Mills and
M. A. Otero and W. T. Thornton being on the executive committee.

'

THAT HUNGRY FEELING
If you enjoy real old fashioned
home cooking, food that is clean and
well prepared and nicely served, try
our 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent
The Montezuma Restaurant, 604 Lin
coin avenue.

TO

OPTIC

MAKE

TWO MILES A

THURSDAY,

JANUARY

11, 1912.

later making a showing with the same
car in several 24 hour races at Brighton Beach, New York.
In 1909 he
won the $10,000 Atlanta Trophy race
of 200 miles.
In 1910 he drove a
Xuox, winning many hill climbs and

making records at Wilkesbarre, Port
Jefferson and Osslning. In 1910
alternated between the National
and
finishing fourth
in the Vanderbllt Cup race In the National after he had been delayed 17
minutes through an accident with
spectators. He also finished in both
the Vanderbilt and Grand Prize races
Dls-Iro-

MINUTE

Pope-Hartfor-

CARS CONSTRUCTED FOR MEMORIAL DAY RACES WILL BE WONDERS FOR SPEED.

STATEHOUSE NEWS.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 11. Ben B. de
Cievecouer was this morning commissioner a mounted policeman by Governor William J. Mills.
Mineral Claim Contest
George W. Ozendine of Albuquerque, has filed a protest in the general
land office against the issuing of a
iiatent by the government to the Alva rado Mining
Company for "The
Great Combination Lode and Great
Combination Mill 81te" a mineral location. Mr. Oxendine states in his pro-

DECIDED!

Jth ebestjSt(HASa

test that he has an interest in the

"
in 1911. Disbrow property for which he is now suing
in a
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 11. -- Two spe- holds the world's beach record for one in the district court.
cial motor speed creations, which bid
hour standing start, making 81.65
Incorporation.
fair to mark a new epoch in the build"Pope-Hummer-

ing of racing automobiles, have been
e
entered in- the second annual
International Sweepstakes race to be
run Decoration Day, May 30, at the
Indianapolis Speedway, by the J. I.
Case Threshing Machine company of
Racine, Wis. The entry was made
on New Year's day and is the first to
be made for any race in the year 1912.
The two cars which the Case company entered for the five century grind
are to be constructed along lines followed by the most successful European racing car manufacturers, and
will introduce two new features, inasmuch as they will have wire wheels
and a specially constructed left hand
drive which has not been used
The general lines of conetruc-tiowhich will be followed out promise to make the cars the most
spectacular in appearance yet bnilt in
America.
The engineers at the Case factory
assert the speed which these two cars
v. ill be able to attain will not be less
than two miles per minute on the
straightaways and that they will be
fble to negotiate the full two and
f
mile distance of the Motor
Speedway at the rate of 100 miles
per hour. Louis Disbrow, the famous
eastern driver, and Joe Jagersberger,
tlw "Flying Dutchman" have been
named to pilot the entries.
This latest entry brings the total
now named for the big race up to
six, the other entries being two Stutz
Ch'.'s. entered by the Ideal Motor Car
company of Indianapolis, a Fiat entered by E. E. Hewlett, of Los Angeles, Cal., and a 90 horse power Mercedes entered by Ralph DePalma of
500-mil-

here-tofor-

n

cne-hal-

utiles.
The other case driver, Joe Jagersberger, is a native of Vienna and came
to America in 1902 with Harry Hark-ness- ,
who at that time owned racint;
e
machines. Jagersberger set the
American track record in 1903,
which record stood for three years. In
this race George Robertson, one of
the most famous American drivers,
rode as Jagersberger's mechanician.
Many of his notable performances
have been made in Mercedes cars, one
of which was in Fairmount Park in
Philadelphia, in 1910, when he finished
third in a Mercedes owned by E. J.
Sehroeder of New York. Jagersberger took the car after an accident
tbiee days before the race and rebuilt
K entirely.
Owing to the many inquiries that
have been made already regarding the
reservation of seats for the race, the
Speedway management has decided to
place the tickets on sale on January
15, 'and will fill all orders from the
main office at Indianapolis.
100-nJl-

THE WHOLE HOG.
We can make you attractive prices
on the whole hog or pork in smaller
Our
quantities, especiall halves.
pork is corn fed and is delicious. Call
or phone and we will fill all orders
promptly. The Las Vegas Mercantile
company, Douglas avenue.

JANUARY BARGAINS
MOTHER IS A CRANK.
In shoes at Hedgcock's. This month
About the manner in which the
all remnants lace high top, low shoes
clothing of the household is washed
and pumps for women, misses and
It Is for this reason that she has bechildren. Also many kinds for men
gun sending the weekly wash to the
and boys' shoes in patent kid, box calf
Las Vntoas Steam Laundry. Besides
and gun metal. You can surely savs New York.
she is relieved of the worry of wash
V. to
on your shoe purchases. 614
Disbrow has been racing for six day. It is surptising how cheap the
Douglas avenue.
years, starting first with a Rainier and washing is being done, too.

HOW A LITTLE WOMAN WHIPPED

W-:-;

AUTOS

DAILY

A MONEY

KING INTO SUBMISSION

The Rodeo

company
yesterday filed
their charaer with the secretary of
New Mexico, Nathan Jaffa.
In their
petition asking permission to establish their business in New Mexico the
company asserts that they wish to do
a general mercantile business; that
they are capitalized at $10,000 divided
into 10,000 shares worth $1 per share
and that a store will be established
at Rodeo, Grant county. This store
will be in the charge of their authorized agent, A. E. Branham. The officers of the concern are: M. C. Tompkins, president; A. E. Branham, secretary and treasurer. Besides the officers named, who are also directors,
George Coryell, W. A. Stewart, M. E.
Gilbert, J. D. Jordan and A. E. West
are named as the directors.
Assistant Secretary of State.
Lucero has
Secretary of State-elec- t
offered to Francisco Delgado of this
city, the position of assistant secretary of state. Mr. Lucero declares
that he will for the present retain the
other clerical help in the secretary's
office.
The selection of Mr. Frank
Delgado is one that must give much
satisfaction all over the territory, not
only because of the recognition of a
Spanish-Americabut because Mr.
Delgado is well qualified by experience, temperament, ability and integrity to hold this important position.
Mr. Delgado, who had been a candidate for state auditor, has not yet accepted the place.
of Paradise, Arizona,

alway safe to leave the
decision of any subject to the

It

U

American people. This Is proven
most conclusively by the steady
and phenomenal Increase In the
sales of the

W.

L

DOUGLAS SHOE.

For more than 30 years it ha
been before the public and
to-d- ay

Its popularity Is greater than ever
before in its history.
SOLD

E. ROSENWALD & SON.

9

(35 ress'

GERMAN-MILLE- D

FLOUR

the answer to

HAVE YOU READ IT7
The Adler-i-kbook, telling how you
can EASILY guard against appendi-

every Baking Problem.

a

It's

citis and get INSTANT relief from
constipation or gas on the stomach,
is being read with much interest by
Las Vegas people. It is given away
free by the Red Cross Drug Co.

Finer-Whit- er

and More Uniforrrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous GERMAN

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Johnny Coulon vs. George Kitson,
JO rounds at South Bend.
Matty Baldwin vs. Pal Moore,
rounds at New York.

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Gross, Kelly

THE PROPER WAY
A home should be managed like any
other business enterprise. The housewife should open a household bank
account, make regular deposits, pay
her bills by check. It is the safe and latest one piece dresses are below
We appreciate
better way.
small cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A.
house checking accounts as well as Btandiih.
large ones. Suppose you try the
proper way. First National Bank.
MELLOW AS MOONLIGHT
Ripe with age. Smooth as velvet
this rich old Elm Ridge Club WhisBIG REDUCTION
Daring our inventory sale every- ky was distilled In 1890, eleven years
thing goes at 50 cents o nthe dol- ago. It has a rare quality and should
lar. We make a specialty of misses' be used for medicinal purposes in
and children's hats, alsoh some of the preference to all other brands. Bot

nnSESSjS

BY

L

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It
tled

in bond, full quarts, $2.50.
wines and liquors. Standard
brands at the Lobby Cafe and Lunch
rooms, phone orders promptly
Choice

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on eaca box. 25c.

BHHBHHE

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
'iHIHE?-

)

BMUaaaaaaLaaaLLBam

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

1

I
t I

It

Is
"The Lion and the Mouse,

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at
stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of
his
investing
capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to
make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

wb iCh appears

at the Duncan Opera house Saturday evening, shows
play portrayed by a strong company.

how

it all happened.

It's a ripping

good

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

LAS

CANCER MONSTER HIS TROUBLE
A MENACE

Facts In Regard To F.
Huffman's Illness. Relief
By Curing
Ailments.

LIFE
BUTLIN, NOTED
GIVE8 HIS VIEWS UPON

;

THkEp

11, 1913.

hours was

DECEMBER BROKE
TEMPERATURE

STOPS THAT ITCH

2.41 inches at Portales on
18th and 19th. The average snowfall for the state was 9.0 inches. The
district averages were as follows: No.
REMARKABLE
DISCOVERY THAT
7, 1.09 Inches; No. 8, p.frr men; No. 9,
CUTS
DOWN THE COST
OF
0.84 inch.
PAINT SEVENTY-FIVPER
CHARLES E. LINNEY,

Paint Without Oil

the

E

ENTIRE EMPIRE IS STIRREDtVER
SELECTION OF MEMBERS OF
LEGISLATIVE

RECORD

If you are suffering from Eczema,
Psoriasis or any other kind of s'fia
trouble, drop Into my storo for instant relief. I will guarantee y n to
stop that itching in two seconds.
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
I have sold other remed'ed for
Bkin troubles, but none that 1 ould
recommend more highly than Hie well
jtcowa compound of Oil of Winter-greeThymol and a few othor Ingredients that have wrought such
cures all over the country
This compound is known as 1). D.
13.
Prescription, will cool and heal
the Itchy, burning skin us nothing
else can. Get a regular 'ottlo and
offer.
see on my
K. D. Goodall, East Las Vega.!, NT

GERMANY

BODY.

Free Trial Package is Mailed to
Everyone Who Writes
A. L Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N. Y., has discovered
a process of making a new kind of
paint without the use of oil. He calls
If.
Powdrpaint. It comes In the form
of a dry powder and all that Is required is cold water to make a paint
weather proof, fire prof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to any
stone or brick,
wood,
surface,
spreads and looks like oil paint and
as much.
costs about
Write to Mr. A. L Rice, Manuf'r.,
236 North St., Adams, N. Y., and he
will send you a free trial package,
also color card and full Information
showing you how you can save a good
many dollars. Write today.
A

DON'T

BOTHER

CENTRAL

and inMONTH IN NEW By contlnu(ally 4arllng tup
WAS CLODEST
the time of day. It is much
quiring
MEXICO SINCE 1895; 5 DEGREES
better to go to a reliable jeweler and
BELOW NORMAL.
pick out a watch that will run and
keep the correct time. A good watch
Santa Fe, N". M., Jan. 1L The clos- wljl last a life time if given the proing month of 1911 was a record break per care. In selecting a watch, the
er in cold weather for New Mexico. kind of watch that will keep perfect

i

CENT

Section Director.

ed

Waynesville.N. C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
" I suffered dreadfully
of this city, says
with what 1 thought was heart trouble,
MALIQNANT DISEASE
nd tried various medicines in vain.
After other remedies had failed, Thed-ford- 's
Cancer now ranks next to tubercurestored me to
losa as the greatest world problem In
m.. ; iu-- and surgery. Many govern- health. I would not feel safe without
ments are supplying funds for scienI considei
in the house.
tific research of the disease.
it worth its weight in gold.
In the last year 3,990 New YorkerB
It cured my indigestion, and by this
dted of cancer, an increase of 280 over means I was
restored to health. I can
1910.
The deaths In 1909 numbered not
express my gratitude for its benefits."
3.48S. Prom 1898 to 1907, inclusive,
Good health depends on the condition
the total deaths in that city from oan-oe- r of
your digestion. Poor digestion and
were 23,648, as against 5,556 in the
good health do not go together.
'
decade 1868 to 1877.
Black-Draug-

SIR HENRY

JANUARY

YOUR DRUGGIST

ELECTION IN

K.

Real

0b-tain-

CTRTlC. THURSDAY,

government parties at the polls

PARLIAMENTARY

OF HEART

NOT

OF

VEGAS DAILY

Berlin, Germany, Jan. 11. Germany
Is on the eve of the most
portend .'is
Prilmeairjf election ever held sh.ee
tna establishment of the emphy n
for the time, it Is quite necessary, to select
The average temperature
1870.
It Is not surprising, thereto n,
month was the lowest thus far retard- from the stock of Sabino Lujan, jewthut the whole country, lully rea ed since 1895, when sufficient stations eler, optician, watchmaker.
Bridge
ing the importance of tomorrow's ol:
were established to a'ford a reason- street.
lion is in a state of iennent Quite u
able mean for the state. It wa3 alusual with Germans, who take ntli'ici
most a degree a day lower than De
and electious cooly and deliberately,
cember, 1909, which was the previous
a;
matter of favt an.1 are not
coldest month. It was also considerPLAYS AND PLAYERS.
mncl to election dr.n j.istration- Max.
lower in the highest temperature
ably
will
Thedford's
here an many (jth:s vvlfivh u
recorded than any previous month,
It is estimated that cancer kills
cleanse and set in order youi
thoroughly
to make tomorrow's election of
and lower by two degrees than any
more than 50,000 perosns in the UniArnold Day Is to appear In a re
IN NEW YORK CITY
digestive system.
most
the
great
portt-at
importance,
previous minimum record in New Mex-icv- vival of "The Fatted Calf."
ted States each year, and more than
will find Hotel Cumberland,
Tou
It has done this for others, during the tons feature is the
to rejoin James K. Hackett's
From the 12th of tlia month to
probability that the
street,
350,000 In the rest of the world.
and
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70 years, and is today the most result of the election will completely Broadway
was
continupast
almost
cold
the
its
close
location
Radium and the knife are the two
with "A Gentleman of Leisure."
near Central Park, an Ideal
vegetable liver remedy on the change the political situation in the In
over the northeast and
Mme. Simone is to appear shortly
chief means of "cure." Unless the popular
Little Nemo" Is soon to be reviv
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market. Try it.
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north
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ROBERTS CHIEF JUSTICE
St
Santa Fb, N. M., Jan. 11. The Justices of the New Mexico state supreme
court met last night in the capitol at
Santo Fe and In conformity with the
provisions of the state constitution,
drew lots to determine the length oi
their terms. As the result of the
drawing clarence J. Roberts will
serve for five years; Richard H. Han-n- a
for seven, and Frank J. Parker for
nine years. By virtue of drawing the
shortest term Justice Roberts becomes chief justice. The oath of office was administered to the new Justices by Associate Justice John R.
of the territorial supreme court,
this being his last official act as a
member of that body which went out
of existence with the organization of
the state court, Jose D. Sena, who
served in a similar capiclty In the
as elected clerk,
territorial court,
and John R. McFle., Jr., of Santa Fe,
was selected as bailiff.
The court
win open its first session on January
Mc-Fi- e

JANUARY

THUR8DAV,

11. 1912.

TODAY'S MARKETS
NEW

YORK

STOCK

EXCHANGE

New York, Jan. 11.
opinion was of a more bearish cast today and traders on the long side of
the stock market failed to follow up
the advantage they gained yesterday.
Although the market derived some
temporary strength from the bidd'iir
up of Lehigh Vally and a few of the
specialties, the effect was soon off
set by aggressive bear selling and the
list was heavy most of the monrr.f.
The attack was again centered jn
Union Pacific and the lack of staunch
support for this stock contributed toward the unsettlement of the general
list. London again sold stocks l ie.
chiefly United States Steal and
Union Pacific.
The market rallied feebly, became
very dull and again dipped sharply
at midday. Many stocks ruled between 1 and 2 points below yesterday's final prices. Reading lost two
and Northern Pacific, Southern Paofc
flc, Amalgamated Copper, Utah Cop-anothers lost a point or move.
Western Union showed pronounced
strength. Bond were easy.
The market closed irregular.
The
tonic effect of the announcement that
the Lehigh Valley directors would
meet after 3 o'clock soon wore off
and the list became weak with Lehigh Valley leading the decline. Hasty
in
covering strengthened some sto-'kthe final dealings.
Last sales at the close were:
Amalgamated Copper 65; Ameri
can Beet Sugar, bid 114; Atchison
105; Great Northern 128; New
York Central 107; Northern Pacific
116; Reading 149; Southern Pacific 10d; Union Pacific 167; United States Steel 62; United States
Steel preferred 110.
ve

line of
Electric Domes.
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k
and

Stand Lamps,

rlbC.

The closing quotations were as
Wheat, May,
Corn, May,
Oats, May

100;

65;
49;

R.OBER.T J. TAUPERT,

949

July
July 65.
July 45.

-
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Pork, January $16.00.
Lard, January $9.429.45.
Ribs, January $8.65.
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We offer for your inspection a nice

6465

conservation of soil moisture:
1. The soil must be loosened to a
considerable depth in order to prepare
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
reservoir to receive the rain and
DAILY. BY CARRIER:
carry ffce water downward Into the
$ .05
Per Copy
soil. Thi may be accomplished by
16
One Week
deep plowing, by listing, or by disking
65
One Mcuth
unplowed lands.
One Year
7.50
2. The water which Is carried down
DAILY BY MAIL:
Into the subsoil must be brought back
$6.00 again Into the surface soil where the
One Year
3.03 seed is germinating and the young
Six Months
roots are growing, and to accomplish 17.
this a good connection must be made
WEEKLY OPTIC, AND 8TOCK
and the subbetween the furrow-slicGROWER.
NEW YORK COTTON
soil, hnd this is the purpose in the use
One Year.
$2.00 of the 'subsurface packer Immediately
New York, Jan. 11. Cotton spot
1.00 after plowing.
8lx Months
closed steady 2 points higher. Mid-lin8. Finally, In order that the water
uplands 9.65; middling gulf 9.90.
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- which is"drawn up again towards the Sales 2,100 bales.
be
and
air
surface may not reach the
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money wasted by evaporation, the upper two
RUSSIAN STEAMER L08T.
or three. tafce9of the soil' must be
order. If sent otherwise we will not
Roumanla, Jan. 11. The
kcpt...mejl0'w In ihe form of a soil
Bucharest,
be responsible for loss.
mulSi, ffhd This IS accomplished In the Russian steamer- - Russ has foundered
Specimen copies free on application. growing of crops, by frequent cultiduring a gale in the Black sea with
vation, which is not so practicable the whole of her passengers and crew,
with wheat and other small grains as
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
172 persons.
AT
with corn and other intertilled crops. totaling
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
which was under comThe
Russ,
soil
in
The most important step
PAID FOR.
moisture conservation is to get the mand of Captain P. A. Homoff and bewater into the soil. When this has longed to the Russian Steam NavigaAdvertisers are guaranteed the been accomplished, the keeping it tion company of the Black Seas and
z
largest dally and weekly circulation there and returning it gradually to the the Danube, was steaming from
of any newspaper In Northwestern growing crop is a relatively simple
to Odessa. Among her passenmatter. Many farmers have yet failed
New Mexico.
to learn this most important fact of gers were Carl Anuseff, who recently
dry farming, that the storing of the was appointed Russian con9v! genermoisture In the soil is the first and al at Calatz, and his family.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 1912.
great principle of soil moisture conservation. The firming and pulverizing
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
of the soil to prepare the seed bed,
IMMORAL CULTS
St. Louis, Jan. 11. Lead firm 4.35
of
soil
the
and the surface cultivation
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
7 'A;
Spelter firm 6.40.
to maintain the mulch, are each withChicago, Jan. 11. Cattle, receipts
A curious legal hearing is in progout avail unless there has been stored
8,500; market steady. Beeves, $4.75
ress in Chicago in connection with in the deeper soil a sufficient amount
westthe
"Sun Worshippers," one of moisture to support the growing TELEPHONE POLES OF CACTUS 8.50; Texas steers, $4.305.85;
ern
and
stockers
steers,
$4.507.35;
of those amazingly immoral cults crop in time of drought.
cows and heifers,
$3.30
5.90;
feeders,
be
stored
Now
should
moisture
the
promulgated in the guise of religion.
Arizona Government Is Planning to
$2.O06.65; calves, $6.008.75.
The immediate issue involved in the at all times during the season, but
Make Good Use of the Giant
between
interval
the
38,000; market
Hogs,
during
especially
receipts
Sahuara.
hearing is clouded in a maze of legal harvest and planting. This requires
to strong. Lights, $5.906.25;
steady
but
technicalities,
for ordinary pur- early plowing so that the soil may be
Sahuara for telephone and tele- mixed, $5.906.37; heavy, $5.95
poses It may be stated that the pun- in condition to catch the rain and abrough, $5.956.10; good to
graph poles is the latest idea and one 6.40;
ishment of the leader of the obscene sorb it.
Is to be tried out
that
It
choice
sounds
heavy, $6.106.40; pigs, $4.83
room
to
In order that there may be
cult depends not upon the question
plausible and it is believed that It
5.65; bulk of sales, $6.106.30.
a
store
receive
and
rain,
deep
heavy
to
wether he is guallty of lewd
U
will be more economical than the old
Sheep, receipts 10,000; market slow.
plowing is desirable. If plowing canof poles.
Its test is to come Native,
practices in the disguise of religious not be done
style
of
cultivation
the
$3.255.00; western, $3.50
early,
from
Tucson.
teaching, but whether he transmitted the unplowed land with a disk harrow
5.00;
yearlings,
$5.256.25; lambs, naThe government is to build a telethrough the mails the "book" of the will keep the soil in good plowing contive,
$4.757.25; western, $5.257.40.
service
phone system for the
religion," which reeks with. Immor- dition longer and favors the absorp- of the Coronado forestforestry
reserve.
The
alities not possible to be printed in tion of rain.
of
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
A good rule, but It cannot always be first of these lines to be built out
Cata-Unany reputable publication.
to
la
be
Tucson
used
into
the
Kansas City, Jan. 11. Cattle, refollowed, is to plow when the soil Is In
It would seem that the state or such condition that It will
and it is there that the sahuara
drop from
ceipts 4,000, including 500 southerns;
municipal laws which are insufficient the moldboard in a mellow, friable experiment is to be tried.
market steady. Native Bteers, E.2fic.
found
can
in
wbat
Where
be
they
to punish those guilty of such prac- condition.
steers, $4.756.25;
so that the 8.25; southern
alignment,
approaches
tices as are admitted by the followers
Deep plowing should be done with line will not have a zig-zatoo much, southern cows and heifers, $3.00
of the "Sun Worship" are woefully purpose and intelligence.
the sahuara up in the canons through 4 75; native cows and heifers, $2.90
Loosening the soil by deep plowing which the line will pass are to be 6.50; stockers and feeders,
weak and that there should be some
$3.756.25;
of moisture, but
favors the
more certain means of calling the if rains do absorption
purpose of attaching bulls, $3.505.25; calves, $4.508.00;
not come in time such land utilized for the
.guilty ones to account than the slen- will suffer from drought more quickly brackets to which the wires will be western steers, $4.757.00; western
fastened. And so the secret is out.
der reliance upon the federal postal than though it had been plowed
cows, $3.00 5.00.
Along the proposed line it is diflaws. The repeated launching of these
Hogs, receipts 13,000, market strong.
to the
ficult to
The loose soil dries out and capil nature set poles, owingtraversed. rocky
Bulk of sales, $5.90 6.25; heavy, $6.20
yiclous "religions" Is bringing
the
Not
of
the
country
furrotime rapidly near when drastic meas- larity is broken, preventing the
dif6.30; packers and butchers, $6.00
w-slice
from only Is this the case, but It is
moisture
from
receiving
ures will be necessary to prevent the
ficult to get the poles up there in the 6.25; light, $5.756.10; pigs, $4.25
to
sustain
the subsoil rapidly enough
corruption of Innocent children and the growing crop. The depth and fre hills to set, while the sahuaras are 5.25.
women. The as- quency of plowing should vary accord right there in many instances, and
Sheeps, receipts 6,000; market 10 to
while not at a uniform distance this 20 cents
A
of
soli.
to
nature
higher. Western lambs, $7.10;
the
feature
the
lecherous
of
these
tounding
light Is not considered
ing
important.
muttons, $3.504.75; lambs, $5.25
"cults" is that there are always num or sandy soil requires less depth of
7.10; fed wethers and yearlings, $3.75
erous women to bo found ready to plowing and less frequent plowing
Sarcastic Man.
or compact, clayey or
than a
6.00; fed ewes, $3.004.25.
as
practice them and ready to believe gumbo" heavy,
sarcastic
man,
"Well," said the
soil.
the most palpable blasphemies In reAs a general proposition, plowing he walked out of the concert between
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
gard to the "divinity of this or that should be shallow when it precedes numbers, "I'm ever so much obliged
to the girl who sits in front of me. I
adventurer who sets up the most pre planting only a short time.
Chicago, Jan. 11. A new slashing
Plow deep in the fall, and plow deep don't know what her name is, but I'm of the estimated export surplus in the
posterous claims. The head of the
obliged to her."
summer fallow.
for
"Sun Worship" cult, for instance, Is
Argentine today caused the wheat
"You mean the one with the fright
A long interval between plowing and
market to have an upward tilt. Fig
Han-Isknown as Ottoman
soil to settle suffi- fully high coiffure?"
ures from an influential source put
and it was testified in open court seeding allows the
a
And
she's
"That's the girl.
got
ciently, while freezing and thawing
the total as low as 88,000,000 bushels.
that one otherwise intelligent woman, mellows
the raw, hard subsoil which bow on top of that."
"I don't see what you're obliged to A forecast of continued cold In the
of normally moral principles, firmly has been brought to the surface.
United States helped the bulls. The
believed that Hanish was the compoThe relative depths of plowing may her for."
"For not carrying an umbrella."
to
site reincarnation of Christ, Napoleon be stated as follows:
opening was
higher. May
100
to
at
started
Moses and Zarathustra.
100, a gain
3
4
to
inches
Shallow plowing
His Nature.
of
to
and rose to 100. The
5 to 6 inohe
If the pernicious phase of these Medium plowing
' That informer Is a
pig!"
7 to 8 inches
was easy with May
low
"religions" was confined to Deep plowing
"Which explains how he came to close
at
aber,
100.
inches
of
monumental
than
such
the belief
eight
Plowing deeper
squeal.''
surdities, they would only be deplor with the common plow is not usually
able evidences of human credulity practicable, but the soil may be stirred
to eighteen inches deep with a
But too often the heads of these sects twelve
plow or subsoil plow, and
tillage
deep
use their religious teachings as cloaks in
soil with hard compact sub
heavy
for the grossest immorality. The un soil such' seep stirring may occasionaldisputed facts in the Hanish case ly be desirable.
When land is allowed to lie for a
seem sufficient, to the average per
son, to cause him and his dupes to be considerable period after plowing be
drummed out of any respectable com fore the crop is planted, the settling ot
the soil, together wHh the surface culmunlty. Yet this and other impudent tivation to preserve the mulch and the
1y Immoral movements are permitted cementing due to rain, usually causes
to exist without let or hindrance until thefiolV to repack and firm up to a
some unusually bold offense is com- sufficient extent to make a good seed
3 "w
mitted, and then the tardy law finds bed.
Itself more often than not incapabl
of coping with the situation, where
One Feeder's Method.
A very successful feeder last year
as the first evidence of gross infrac
If So, You Can Buy One
Greatly
tlon of the moral law ought to be the bought his sheep early In September,
them Into clover, rape and
signal for cleaning out these nests of turned fields
for a week. Then he
grain
Iniquity.
gradually worked them Into a stand.
o
ing field of corn. Between this and
the meadows the sheep got into a
AT THE
want
you
the
want
to
If you
get
fine condition of flesh by the middle
want to get, you want to get your of November.
want in a want getter. The Optle
The sheep before this time were
wants you to get the want you want gradually accustomed to clover hay
HARDWARE CO.
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see. and finished on corn and barley. The
bulk of the feed was gathered by
the sheep themselves, thus reducing
wag
woman
merely the cost
In Adam's day
516'518 Douglas Are.
of harvesting. The mora exa aide istua, but durng leap year she pensive feed used In finishing was reposee aa the whole show.
quired for only a short time.
e

Inability of the axil roads to move
corn promptly made that cereal
strong. May opened a shade to
to
up at 64
and rose
to 65. Closing prices were steady
with May
higher at 66.
Oats were firmer because of scarce
offerings. May started
higher at
49
and went to 49.
Provisions sympathized with
the
upward tendency of quotations at the
yards. Initial sales were a shade to
5 cents higher, with May $16.20 for
for
pork; $9.55 for lard and 16.77
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SHALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and ou will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

EVERYBOD

s,

Reads the Optic

g

super-sentiment-

Zar-Adus-

Do You Still Need a

Heating Stove?

Sale Still Continues

Pre-Invento- ry

nUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Special For The Month of January
OFF

1- -3

Jim,

ALL

Gowns

Petticoats
Drawers
Corset Covers

Combination Suits
Chemises
Leona Three Piece Suits
MADE OF BEST QUALITY CAMBRIC

--

NAINSOOKS

Dresses, Coats and Suits

at a

REDUCED PRICE

Y

at More Than

OFF

1- -2
The

AND LONG CLOTHS

Store of Quality"

GEHRIG

--

E. Las Vegas

N.Mf

OJTIC.

LAS VEGAS DAILY

The

Prescrlptionist

PERSONALS

the
"ttf iliilt. the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on

CARDINAL FARLEY

FROM NEW YORK

Colonel
The man who does

JOHNSON BARRED

R.

E. 5fwltchell

returned

last night from a short business trip
No Santa Fe.
V7. F.
Stephenson arrived yesterday
afternoon from his home In El Paso
on business.
A. A. Joues, chairman of the demo
cratic state central committee, left
teat night for Santa Fe.
Judge H. I j. Waldo, attorney for the
Santa Fe road, arrived last night on
train Jlo. 9 from Kansas City.
J. ij Hand returned last night from
Santa Fe where he had been on political business for several days.
John DYoung of El Paso, Tex.,
arrivod last night from the Lone Star
state on a short business trip to La

ATHLETIC COMMISSIONERS
BLACK MUST NOT FIGHT

TO GET ROYAL

SAY

WELCOME

In

THE STATE

TO
Jan. 11. If Frank NEW YORK EXPECTS
TOUND THE NEW PRELATE
O'NeU, the recently created state ath
ON RETURN FROM ROME.
letic commissioner, has anything tc
say about it Jack Johnson will not
Xew York, Jan. 11. Only a windon a glove for a contest within the
ter's
storm or heavy rains will prelimits ,of New York state. There
vent the homecoming reception of
has been some talk of staging a short
on January 16 from
bout here for Johnson as a prelimin Cardinal Farley
an extraordinary demonstration.
being
ary to the proposed match with Jim For two weeks now the "Cardinal's
Flynn in Nevada.
Own Committee," headed by Justice
"Rut," said Commissioner O'Neil to Victor J. Dowllng, has been planning
day, ''this athletic commission was the demonstration,
and it is an
Vegas.
created to control boxing and we're nounced that every arrangement is
WINTERS DRUG CO.
W H. Edgcomh, a Santa Pe
going to control it. I have come to complete.
from La Junta, arrived this after- the conclusion it is against public
Phone Main o
The homecoming festivities will
noon from his home In Colorado on policy and
expedleneoy to have Tohn- Cover the period from January 16 to
business.
son box here. This is final."
25 inclusive, and the principal funcMr. and Mrs. David Rosen wald left
will be on January 16, 21 and 25.
tions
last night on train No. 2 for a trip to
ROMERO LOSES CASE
On the 16th above 50,000 Catholics
New York, llHltimore and other east
N. M., Jan. 11. - will line themselves along Broadway
Albuquerque,
Exceptional Values in
ern cities.
Judge Abbott yesterday afternoon In from the Battery to Twenty-thirC. R. Brown, contractor and build- the district
court, entered judgmmi'. street and along Fifth avenue from
er
of Springer, came in yesterday against Eugenio Romero in favor of Madison
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Square to the Cathedral. Of
from Il'b home and was in Las Vegas William Mcintosh for $6,492. The this number
25,000 will be representatoday on business.
judgment was entered in the case of tives of the Holy Name Society,
Territorial Good Roads Engineer William Mcintosh again Eugenio Ro Knights of Columbus, Ancient Order
These Garments were Selected
W. R. Smythe, after a short business mero, the
plaintiff alleging that the of Hibernians, Catholic Benevolent Le
lYom au Immense Line of samtrip to Santa Fe, will return to Las Romero saw mills had cut ties from gion, Society of St. Vincent de Paul,
ples, and Combine Service and Vegas this evening.
the Chillili land grant owned by Mr. German societies, students from Ford- Daintiness.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wells were In Mcintosh.
ham University, which is the Car
Las Vegas yesterday and today from
Judgment was also rendered In fa- dinal's alma mater; the Catholic club,
their home 1n Mineral Hill. Mr. Wells vor of the plaintiff in the case of the the Cathedral club, Dominican Lyceum
Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, CorIs in the forestry service.
Loretto Literary and Benevolent so- Catholic Mutual Benefit association,
set Covers and Conbination
H row n son
Robert J. Taupert, the Jeweler, left
Catholic club and cadets
ciety vs. Mellton Garcia and Barbara
Suits.
this afternoon for Santa Fe on busi Garcia, giving the Sisters of Loretto from St. Francis Xavier's College.
ness. Mr. Taupert will remain in title to a tract of land at Bernalillo
The Holy Name society will have
the Capital City for the inauguration. and damages amounting to $125
25c Value at 19c
10,000 members in large groups at
Dick Simon and his brother, S. Sicenters, principally at
The last official act of George S. imoprtant
35c Value at 25c
mon, who have been In Las Vegas two Klock as district attorney was
the Union Square. Mgr. Mooney is the
50c Value at 39c
weeks the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
disposal this afternoon of two minor spiritual director of this body. The
Charles Greenclay, left this afternoon cases for the correction of the tax Knights of Columbus will turn out 5,-75c Value at 49c
for Seattle, Wash., by way of Loe Anrolls. These were the cases of J. A. 000, and these will be distributed
1.15 Value at 79c
geles.
Kraft and Francisco Perea. When about City Hall park. The Catholic
F. C. Searle, sales agent of the
1.25 Value at 89c
club will assemble 600 of its mem
the Judgment was entered in the
Vermejo Coal and Coke company for
1.50 Value at 98c
Charles bership in front of the public library
case,
Attorney
southern New Mexico, came in yesterstreet and Fifth ave
at
A. Spless, representing the defend1.75 Value at 1.29
day afternoon from his home on the
nue.
the
against
border and was In the city today on ant, strongly protested
2.25 Value at 1.69
The St. Vincent de Paul society, the
amount entered by the court but
business.
charitable
was
he
as
organization of the church,
said
that
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of Judge Abbott
is to be the first body to welcome the
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
bench
on
the
work
his
the San Miguel National bank, re- concluding
would no longer hold a cardinal when he begins the journey
turned last night from Santa Fe and that he
PHONE MAIN 104
In New Mexico, he from the Battery to the Cathedral.
where he had been to attend a meet- Judicial position
would not take cognizance of tie lan This body will gather in Battery park.
ing of the board of equalization,
The A. O. H. expects to nave 3,000
guage used or words to that effect men in line.
which met yesterday.
which terminated what for a time
WE SELL FIRE INSURANCE
The general committee (Mgr. Moon
looked like it might be an embarrassAS WELL AS REAL ESTATE.
HARMON FAVORS ECONOMY
ey,
honorary president; Justice Dowl
situation.
ing
Don't forget that we are agents for
lng, chairman; Charles Murray, secreChicago, Jan. 11. Economy In the
the Occidental Fire Ins. Co., of Albu- conduct of the national government BERNALILLO WANT8 POORHOUSE tary, and a large delegation of priests,
with Mgrs. Mooney and Hayes at their
querque, "The New Mexico Company," and tariff reform were declared by
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 11.
The Northern of London and the Co Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio, That Bernalillo county needs a poor head) .will go down the bay on the
teamer ROBednls to meet the Berlin,
lonial (National) of Hartford, and In a speech at an Iroquois club mtiob-eo- n house and that the ooutity authorttU
on which the" cardinal is coming. Mgr.
glVen in his honor here today, to
that we will be glad to havj ai share
to provide one, was the text of
ought
of your Insurance business. The In- be the vital Issues of the day. inci- a statement made to the Commercial Mooney and Bishop Cusack will be
vestment and Agency Corporation, dentally, the governor predicted that club by John Lee Clarke, first Ice the first to welcome him, then in turn,
Justice Dowling and the chairmen of
a democrat nominee for president,
Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.
president, last night.
the several committees.
who promises these reforms, would
There are so many indigent persons
be elected this year by a large
The cardinal will be taken off the
111
and
to work
suffering usually
too
NOTICE
Berlin this side of Quarantine and
to
the
who
Vefljck
from
trouble,
Las
lung
To the stockholders of the
months conveyed to Pier A, where a canopy
gas Sewer company: You and each AFRICANS COMMIT ATROCITIES southwest during the winter
has will be erected, under which he will
them
for
aiding
that the necessity
of you are hereby notified that there
Lisbon, via Frontier, Jan. 11. Horon hold a brief and informal reception.
will be a meeting of the said stock- rible atrocities have been committed come to be too much of a burden
He will then be escorted to a carriage,
benevolent
society
holders at the city hali at 8 o'clock by the tribes in Portuguese Africa dur- the
and with his coat of arms on it, which will
p. m, on the 19th day of January, ing a rising of the natives there, ac- and other charitable organizai'ons
be drawn by four horses. Mayor Gay-no- r
take
to
1912 for the purpose of consMering cording to a dispatch received by the it is necessary for the county
has accepted an invitation to meet
and give
and
making some arrangements) Secula from Angola. A number of notice of the condition
the cardinal on his way from the
Mr. Clarke declared.
Whereby the property of said compan Portuguese officials who were cap- a helping hand,
Battery. The general committee will
The club will consider the matter fur- follow in automobiles and,
can be tun ed over to the govern- tured by them were burned alive.
excepting
ther at the next meeting and it is the police escort, the members of this
ment of the said City of Las Vesas.
namwill
be
likely that a committee
AMERICAN
ROOP8 TO CHINA.
F. E. OLNEY,
body will be the only persons in the
in detail.
A. A. JONES,
short processvion.
Manila, Jan. 11. The United States ed to take the proposion up
CHRIS WIEGAND,
transport Logan, with the troops for
Major John B. O'Rourke, of GovernChina on board, probably will leave
MAY HENRY,
or Dix's staff, chairman of the route
here at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
BIG BARGAINS FOR
JOHN SHANK,
and reception committee, says:
T. J. RAYWOOD, Secretary. All the troops will sleep on board to
"I believe the cardinal will be asFRIDAY AND 8ATURDAY.
night.
tounded by the magnitude of the dem$ .95
Mrs. Potts' sets of Sad Irons
onstration in his honor if we have
3
1.95
of
Asbestos Sad Irons, sets
reasonably fair weather.
15
"At the cathedral these papal
10 qt. galvanized buckets
20 knights will receive him and escort
12 qt. galvanized, buckets
40 him to the sanctuary of the Cathedral ;
Size 0 galvanized tubs
John D. Crimmins, Thomas M. Mulry,
50
Size 1 galvanized tubs
Dr. James J. Walsh. Dr. Herbermann,
60
Size 2 galvanized tubs
tae A. PhilbM tte;Vgu V
70 Adrian Iselin, Jr., Thomas McParlan,
Size 3 galvanized tubs
12 Justice Delaney, Edmund G. Hurley,
20c toy wash boards
29 Thomas Addis Emmet, Bernard Cole40c brass wash boards
man and Dr. Francis J. Qulnlan. Jus.32
boards
45c blue enamedel wash
tice Dowling will read the address of
S5
50c glass wash boards
welcome in behalf of the laity to
which the cardinal will respond. Six
$9.50 Horton galvanized wash ma- - chines
7.85 thousand school children, assembled
in the cathedral, will sing hymns and
and
to
break
want
8.95
should
machines
$12.50 Dexter washing
Some habits one
the ceremony of the first day will
59
75c boys' handled axes
all bad habits are bad to keep.
come to an end with the chanting of
85 the Te Deum
axes
handled
men's
$1.25
in thanksgiving for the
all
round
The Want Ad. Habit is the best
05 return of the cardinal.
4 doz, beet clothes pins
have.
good habit anyone Can
Every Catholic home in the city, it
90c shoemakers' stand, 3 lasts . . .68
is
expected, will be decorated with
The
each
3.95
read
will
at
Optic
day
$4.85 electric sad iron&.go
Anyone who
American and papal flags during the
to
select
the
a
with
purpose
75c Robeson kitchen, sets, comprisWant Ad. page
period of the festivity, and the merbest opportunity that he may find and then
chants and hotels, it is said, have
ing 1 cleaver, 1 paring knife and
29 made known their intention to decor1 house knife
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
.... 3.75 ate their buildings. The exterior of
$5 wool 11-- blankets
succests.
1.85 the cathedral will be Illuminated as it
all
cotton comforts
$2.50
never was before. There will be
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
65
85c all feather pillows
bulbs of
will help people to get what they want when
power distrib
89 uted over
$1.25 all feather pillows
It
it.
they want
On the following Sunday night, Jan$2.25 blue enameled Savory
Ads. to The Optic.
21, there will be a public meeting,
Telephone your Want
uary
Roasters
&
free to all, at the Hippodrome. United
fir
States Senator O'Gorman will preside,
and the speakers will be Bourke
fir
Justice Delaney, Michael J.
Cockran,
fir
Mulqueen, and John G. Agar.
The ecclesiastical ceremonies will
Opposite Y. M. C. 4.
whosn everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
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be on January 25, the feast of St Paul
at which time the cardinal win be

formally installed. Archbishops and
bishops from all parts of the country
have been invited. The pontifical mass
will be song by Archbishop Prender-gas- t
of Philadelphia. Bishop Cusack
will preach. Mgr. Lavelle, rector of
the cathedral, will deliver an address
for the clergy of the Archdiocese, and
Justice Dowling for the laity. The
cardinal will entertain the visiting
Archbishops at bis residence, and
Mgr. Lavelle will give a dinner for the
bishops at the rectory. The dinner
for the clergy will be served at the
cathedral college.
Following are the heads of the several committees which have arranged
the celebrations: Honorary president
of the general committee. Right Rev.
Mgr. Joseph F. Mooney, P. A. V. G.;
chairman, Justice Victor J. Dowling;
secretary, Charles Murray; route, reception, etc., Major John R. O'Rourke;
societies, Frank W. Smith; finance,
Michael J. Mulqueen; press, Hermann
Rldder; decorations, John G.; Agar;
music, Justice Edward B. Amend ; supplies, Clarence J. Ramsey; illumination of cathedral, Thomas E. Murray;
control, Colonel Louis 'D. Conley.

NORMAL SQUAD
SECURED

The basketball squad at the Normal
this set son is a lane one and Koogler should be able to pick a winning
team from the candidates. Koogler,
Comstock and Ellis, all of whom
played on the team last ear, are
again with the squad, 'and several
promising new candidates are in the
field. The football team of the past
season brought out a number of unknown athletes, many of whom are
trying for the basketball team. According to the Albuquerque papers the
university at the Duke City has a
crack basketball squad but the Las
Vegas boys will give it a run tor the
money, to say the least

HAS

CONTESTS

--

BASKETBALL

OPENING GAME OF
8EASON WILL BE PLAYED
HERE JANUARY 25.

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president

the Normal University, announced
this morning that the challenge of the
basketball team of the New Mexico
University had been accepted by the
Normal aggregation and that the first
game will be played in Las Vegas on
January 25, with a return game in the
Duke City on February 16.
A short Ume ago Clare
Koogler was
elec ted captain of the Normal quintette. The team has been practicing
faithfully for several week at the
armory and is in fine condition to
meet the best fives in the state. Captain Koogler has not and will not announce his line up for any of the
games until a short time before the
contests, as he believes that If the
players are not sore of positions the
competition for places will he keener.
of

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Jan. 11. Call money IX
; prime paper
Mexican
47

cents.

4;

NEW YORK METAL

York, Jan. 11. Silver 5514;
Tin 42.740
Copper 14.00014.25;
43.75; Lead 4.404.50.
New

8T. L0UI8 WOOL.
Louis, Jan. 11. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums, 160
18; fine mediums, 15017; fine, 015.
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An Oppressive Trust.
Before the Coffee Roasters' Association, in session at Chicago on Thursday, Thomas J. Webb,
of Chicago, charged that there is in existence a
coffee combine wnich is "the most monstrous
in the history of human commerce."
There is very slight exaggeration about this
statement It comes very close to being literally
true. There is a coffee combine in Brazil, from
which country comes the bulk of the coffee used
in the United States, which is backed by the gov
ernment of Brazil and financed by it, which compels American consumers, as Mr. Webb said, "to
pay famine prices for coffee when no famine

exists."

The worst thing about this is that the consumers of the United States have been compelled to
put up the money through which this combine,
o further clnoh them, has been made
There were formerly revenue duties imposed upon
all coffee entering the United States.
Those taxes
were denounced as an imposition upon the
people;
as taxing the poor man's breakfast table, and the
like.
The taxes were removed.
Immerlintolv
tnereatter Brazil imposed an export duty upon,
coffee up to the full amount of the former customs'
taxes in this country.
The revenue which formerly went into the treasury of the United States
was diverted to the treasury of Brazil. The poor
man's breakfast coffee continued to cost him the
same old price.
But this was only the commencement. The
"valorisation"
plan was evolved In Brazil.
Through this plan the government, using the revenues derived from the export duties for the purposes, takes all of the surplus crop in a season of
large yields and holds it off the market, thus
keeping the supply down to the demands of the
market and permitting the planters to receive a
much higher price than they would otherwise

'"y

hav
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50,-00- 0

0

PbotK Wain 2

The Rosenthal

Standard statistics of the coffee trade
show a falling off in sales during the last
two years of over two hundred million
pounds. Authenticated reports from the
Postum factories in this city show a
tremendous increase in the sale of Postum
in a like period of time.
While the sales of Postum
show marked increase year overinvariably
year, the
extraordinary demand for that
breakfast beverage during 1911 is
very likely due to a public
to
the oppression of the coffee awakening
trust.
Such an awakening
naturally disposes
the multitudo who suffer
from the ill
effects of coffee drinking to be more reto
harm
ceptive knowledge of
which so
often comes as a result of the use of
the
coffee. BattU Creek
Etentng NewtIke. 19, 1911

done.

The United States consumes more Brazilian cof-fe- a
:ian does the rest of the world.
We are the
best customers of Brazil, and Brazil buys little
from ua. Now Brazil is promoting, financing and
maintaining a trust designed, and working effectively for the purpose, to compel American
to pay an exorbitant price for the coffee
they use. What is the remedy? Seattle
rs

well-kno-

J

e,

Nov. 19, 1911.

POSTUM

is a pure

made of the field grains, with a pleasing
flavour not unlike high grek.de Java.

Want fld.
fiabit

0

Hold-U- p

food-drin-

k

A Big Package
About 1
lbs. Costs 25 cts.
At Grocers
1- -4

Economy to one's purse Is not the main reason forjusing

Postum.
I
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It is absolutely free from any harmful substance, such
as caffeine" (the drug in coffee), to which so much of the nervousness, biliouness and indigestion of today are due. Thousands of former coffee drinkers now use Postum because they
know from experience the harm that coffee drinking causes.
Boil it according to directions (that's easy) and it will become clear to you why

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan.
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ON THE WRONG TRAIN
Ampley got to his leet violently.
"Have we got to endure this serenade
all through dinner?" he Inquired with
awful sarcasm. "Just because some
fool cats can't tell mint when they
see Itr
He opened the front door to scare
away tie Invaders, but they vanished
suddenly. For a moment he thought
he saw shadowy forms flit by him, but
when he glanced back Into the hall
nothing was to be seen.
"It Is really remarkable," mused
Mrs. Ampley, "how cleverly cats will
'Mint " KHid AmDlev. carelessly.
Aiupley's discover catnip and search it out!
"Catuia," contradicted
See how those two on the porch "
ulte, derisively.
bethe
with
"That was mere coincidence," Amher
l
Ampley
'garded
pley insisted. "A cat wouldn't walk
nlgnlv pitying look men reWve for
members of a foot to smell of mint! And I'm telland
firrlng rutnlliML
"P.eraldine." he said ing you that it was mint you picked!"
"Catnip!" said Mrs. Ampley
In a pained one. "do you suppose I've
Jived all these years and escapea an
Intimate acquaintance with mint In
It is just as easy
ft- - various forms?
Ampley went upstairs to bed a litto tell mint when you see it as it is tle later, murmuring contradictory
is mint!" things under his breath about the
(to recognize a potato! This
Mrs. Ampley dropped her golf clubs green leaves plucked by hiB wife a
"Ruggles gays dat he had de most
hnd sat down plump In the middle of few hours before out at the club. .niserable rld yesterday dat he ever
So
weird
the disputed green stuff. At the eight- Then presently he yelled.
had in his life."
" 'Cause he
eenth hole they had wandered off the and alarmed was his cry that Mrs.
was afraid he'd be
(course into the Inviting autumn woods Ampley came running to his assist- caught?"
was
one
Her
links.
cap
ance.
the
ordering
"Nope; be was on a work train."
S Ided
and her face was flushed.
When she got the room light turned
"You may know mint," she admit- on she discovered Ampley crouching
ted crisply. "I've not the slightest with blanched face near the bed, on
GETTING DESPERATE
doubt that you could tell it in a tall which he evidently had placed his
class a mile away, but let me inform nand. And he had thrust It Into the
comes to catnip midst of a bunch of warm, furry, live
jrou that when it
You've nothing on me. Why, I was things four cats ensconsed upon
on
up
catnip almost! Mrs. Ampley's
brought
carelessly bestowed
Haven't I gathered it by the bushel sweater, the pockets of which they
fr.r the cats and kittens we always had been contentedly rifling. One cat
"
bad at home? I
was chewing a leaf and it winked at
"Fine aroma," Interrupted Ampley, Ampley joyously.
All of them were
Vvlsting the sprig he held beneath his purring in a dissipated fashion.
ise with the maddening air of a
Turning, Ampley met his wife's tri"
"I don't, know when I've umphant eye.
he said
of mint, weakly, "maybe it is catnip."
I umbled on a finer bed
really!"
"You'd infuriate me If you weren't
GENERAL FARM INFORMATION.
fi silly," remarked his wife. "And
you are so absurdly stubborn!"
Win!
plowing seems to be gainin faver.
ing
"Whafre you doing?" demanded
Run the hand separator according to
Ampley with curiosity as she began the instruction book.
and
herb
picking handfuls of the
Now that t he general field work
stuffed them into her sweater pock- - is over, keep the manure spreader In
etc.
daily use.
Mrs. Ampley regarded him coldly.
Toads rank next to birds in value
Informed
she
"I am picking catnip,"
Kid Officer, you'd better lock me
as destroyer of harmful Insects about
up.
him, "to take home to the cats next the garden.
door and I intended to Incidentally
Officer
The long halter strap In the stall
Kid Alas, she's refused me an" I'm
prove to jrou that I am In the right!"
of permanent Incause
the
been
has
skeered I'll do somethin' desperate!
"Any sane cat," scoffed her husjury to many animals.
band, "would be insulted if handed a
meal
cottonseed
manure,
Barnyard
bunch of that stuff! It would collect and acid
phosphates are excellent ferHANDED IT TO HIM
all its intimate friends and sit out on tilizers for Irish potatoes.
In
at
fence
and
you
the back
jowl
should
corn
be
stored
Seed
always
disgust."
In the ear. It should never be put inHis wife sniffed. "Any cat would to
boxes, barrels or sacks.
be my friend for life," she contradict- It is just as necessary to strengthen
J
be
would
ed. "The poor thing
In the soil as to repair
the thin
with Joy! Did you ever see a the weakspots
in the fence.
places
playing with catnip?"
This is a good time to cover the
to
am
I
curious
observe
but
"No,
bare spots in the pastures with manone having a jag of joy on plain
to be seeded early next spring.
ure,
be
will
mint," said her husband. "It
alfalfa is a permanent cropJ
Since
novel."
should be prepared with
the
"Shoo!" said .Mrs. Ampley six times moreground
care than ordinarily, making It
i
which
club
seemed
'he golf
cat,
free from stones or other Into tag them into the station level,
cumbrances.
bus.
Clover Is rich in nitrogen, and in
"What alls the aaimal?" asked Amsoils it develops tuberhomogeneous
pley.
cles, which attract nitrogen from the
Mrs.
Ampley,
"Catnip!" explained
air, where it is stored in inexhaustBweotly.
ible quantities.
"Umph!" commented Ampley. Walk
In large pastures the animals roam
to
avenue
In
home
the
their
up
ing
from one especially attractive patch
anisome
over
fell
dusk
the
Ampley
all
" he began. of grass to another, traveling
mal twice. "What the
over the
and trampling down
Mr. Shyboy Miss Edith, I've called
"I think," said his wife casually, more than field,, can eat.
they
to er er press my suit
"that it must be that big black cat
should be spread upon the this evening
Manure
and er
I've seen In this block so much. It field as soon as
in
to
order
possible
Miss Edith Frost Tuesday Is our
probably has sniffed the catnip in my avoid loss by fermentation and leak"
TiOekets
Ironing
day.
ing. Nothing but water is lost after
"Oh, fudge!" growled Ampley.
the manure is put on the land.
Just as they sat down to dinner
RATHER PLEASANT
there was a mew from the front
Information.
porch. It was an Insistent call and
JMrs. Ampley beamed.
"Found out what ailed my hogs."
"The dear thing!" she murmured. "How'd you find out, Hiram?" "Wrote
"Cats are so Intelligent! I dropped a to the agricultural
department."
leaf of the stuff on purpose as I came "Wonder if I could find out what ails
in and it's calling for more! Listen-th-ere my summer boarders. No two of 'em
are two of them now!"
sceaiv".

Way
of Proof
weak-minde- d
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FOUNDERS' DAY EXERCISES
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 11. Foituders
Day at the Southern Baptist Theolo
gical seminary was celebrated today
with exercises In the chapel of Nor
ton Hall. The principal speakers were
the Rev. Carter Helm Jones, D. D.,
ol Oklahoma City and the Rev. Hen
ry W. Battle, D. D., of Charlottes-

LliuHY

THE

She Optic

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY
A.

COLUMN

a human wreck through the tortures
of rheumatism.
The use of Pens-lar'- s
,
for sale by O. ti.
Schaefer, is a good preventative and
remedy for rheumatism. It relieves
the blood of those poisonous materials which cause the disease. It is
also effective in constipation and similar ailments.
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GOOD ROADS CONFERENCE

hys-1ca-

CLA88IFI ED

riSEMENTS
per line each Insertion
f natt fix ordinary word to a
no. No ad to occupy less mace than
wo line. Ali advertisement! charges Mill ee booked at space actually
at. without regard to number of
orde Cash In advance preferred.
--

Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 11- ,- ihe use of
convict labor in road bn'lding is the
chief topic scheduled fo' discussion
at the second annual meeting of the
Colorado Good Roads conference,
which opened here today with a
good attendance.
The gathering will
continue in session over tomorrow.

"We-e-ell,-

AUKAN f
AND REGULAR

AM 0

F

B.

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

NO. 2, A.

CAN

DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth TuesJay evening of
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visltimj
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

Regular
munlcatlon first and
emcn
w'iVBLC month. nureaay inbroth
Visiting
ers coraian;
lumeo
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourta
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members ar corKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Regdially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K;
Tuessecond
ular conclave
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
Ma
at
month
In
each
day
D.
C.
m.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Cha. Tamme.
Meet in Che forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at tj p. m. C. Clay
convoca
M'iSONS Regular
ARCH
Consul; G. Laennnle, Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially wei
TemMasonic
month at
come and cordially invited.
M.
m.
R.
7:30
at
p.
ple,
A.
P.
H.
P.;
Williams,
DKNTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.
M.

VMf

Liver-Saline-

.

AND

LODGE

CHAPMAN
A HUMAN WRECK
Many a man or woman has become

Ktul

HORt ORDERS

THE

WANT

ville, Va.

j

-

JANUARY

THURSDAY,

.

ODSic'i Number, Main I
CRIMINAL IGNCRANCE.
Many dairymen are criminally IgnorDR. E. L. HAMMOND
ant of the precautions that should be
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
taken for insuring purity of milk. The
8. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4. Crockett Building. Has phoes
Ideal Sanitary Dairy is un er the man- WANTED
Capable salesman to hanMasonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.
agement of people who have made a
dle "WINONA MILLS" hosiery and
Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy
of
study
sanitary methods consequent,
underwear in Las Vegas, Santa Fe,
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ly Its milk and cream are pure. All
ATTORNEYS
xiiuun aim adjoining territory.
A
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
bottles are sterilized and subjected to
business
permanent
and
avenue.
Grand
guaranteed
frech air and sunlight before being
HUNKER A HUNKER
income.
Dave V. Fine, Mgr., Ros
filled.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
well New Mex.
LODGE
DORADO
NO.
EL
1,
at Law,
Attorneys
"
WORK FOR LA FOLLETTE
EXPERIENCED WOMAN wants work
PYTHIAS
KNIGHT8
OF
Meets
New Mexico.
Vegas,
Sioux Falls, s. D., Ian 11. Del
by.tho day, cooking, cleaning or
every Monday eve
gates from various parts of Hie slate
ironing. Mrs. McAUster, phone Main
ning in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
gathered here today for the tirst conVisiting Knights are
ference of South Dakota republican
invited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
progressives to form a permanent
Liebsoh-nier- ,
E.
Chas.

Wanted

.

For Rent

state organization, adopt a platform
and plan a campaign in the Interest
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, steam
of the La Follette
preslfeatlal
heat. The Albert, 617 Douglas.
X

HOW
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.
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MANY TIMES
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""use rur- u lue nouse. Ant.iy

.

"

vjamutto.

or some near aear relative

T

RENT-Furni- shed
W!S f .""".I "1;e'R8t F0
front room
.
cim.auienstic line and
fnmiira 399
natural expression
in our po'tisi:
work we study our subject, get the
FOR RENT Good furnished
mo '
...... ! . . . . .
.
r..
firnnnn jjusc
emu ugui,
mat 3 Wn OUJ
r.ujjci
close in. Applv 725 Sixth street
Work is artistic.
Waterman's Vortraii
Studio on the Plaza
KKNT Bedroom with hath
electric lights and kitchen prlvil
IDAHO HARDWARE DEALERS
eges. Man and wife or lady prefer
Boise, Ida., Jan. 11
red. Inquire 922 Douelas.
Many prominent representatives of the retail
hardware trade wera in attendance
today at the opening of the annual
convention of the 'da'ic Hardware as- FOR
SALE Furniture, for four room
sociation. Discussion of trade que
house by lot or piece. 406 National
ttons will keep the member busy unavenue.
til the end of the wuok.
1

I

1

WHEN

IN

NEED
of a horse and rig get a good one
an Hef a HrTi nn,l
nnrl HArtirA
ize the joy that one should get from
driving a horse that Is well kept, and

Home canned fruit.
Tilden avenue.

FOR SALE

920

Charles Durham, LovTngton, 111., has
succee(led ln flnd;n a os u'ive
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
gentle. We provide our patrons with the bed every night clear thro' on
1 trled
several kinds of
livery service at any ;tur tne floormedicine and
in
of the day or night. Cleanest stable kidney
Bt',nnW
,1"S.
M.
in town.
L. Cooley, Phone Main to help him when I heard of
Foley
15.
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
ub uau lasen two tniras or
VIRGINIA PRUIT RRnWPRS
a bottle he wnq pnrpd Thot fa .Hnni
narrison ourg, v a., Jan. 11. xne an- - six weeks ago and he has not wet
nual meeting and exhibition of the in bed since." O. G. Schaefer and
Virginia Horticultural society began Red CroBS Drug Co.
here todav and will continue over to- When glvn a8soon as the croupy
morrow.
The display of orchard and
.
. , . cougn appears cnamDenatn's
,
Uough
i orer iien. Remedy will ward off an attack of
iue
s,u
under the auspices of the society.
and
croup
prevent all danger
and
cause of anxiety.
Thousands ol
mowers use ir SUCCeSSIUliy. For sale
Honev and Tar Comnonnri
Folev's
...
....
k
' -"Cur
' In Pvfirv ftait
"ii ""S&ioi3 .
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
of
the
Mgr.
HOW'S THIS?
Schlitz Hotel. Omaha. Neb., recom- We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Commends Folev's Honev and Tar
pound, because it cures in every case. wara Ior any case of Catarrh that
have used it mvRelf and
have cannoi De curea Dy Hall s Catarrn
recommended it to manv nthers who vure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
hiivn alnco tnlrt ma nt Ita urnnt nnrn.
Tir
j
j nave mown
"". " uuuoisiguea,
tive power In disease of the throat
for the last 15 years and
Cheney
all
For
colds
and
and
lungs."
coughs
time.
believe him perfectly honorable ln all
fer and Red Cross Drug Co
-

f, em,1

Physician and 8urgeon
of diseases, but
Commander. Harry
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
of
Martin, Keeper
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office:
606
Grand Avenue.
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
Residence:
705 Sixth Street
102 Meeta every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME GAUD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
No. 2. .
9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 4..
.11:05 p m
11:10 p. m.
I. O. of B
B. Meets every
first No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m
1:25 a. m
Tuesday of the month, in the vestry No. 10.
1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p, m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
Invited
Isaac Appel, No. 1
oordlr.lly
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
Charles Greenclay, Sec No- - 3
President;
6:10 a. m
U; 15 p. m
i
retary.
No. 7
4:40 p. ra
4:50 p. rn
No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
RED CLOUD TRJBE NO. 4, Red Msn
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a reliable family medicine. Givo
A. to, Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
it to your children, and take It yourFlint, chiof of records and collector self when you feel a cold
coming on.
of wampum.
It checks and cures coughs and colds
Visiting brother
and croup and prevents bronchitis
velcome.
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
I.'O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Medicines tnai aid nature are al1.
Meets every Monday evening at
ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit Cough
Remedy acts on this plan, it
ing brethren cordially invited to at allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
etnd. Carl Wertz, N. Q.; A. T. Ro opens the secretions and aids natgers, V. O. ; T. M. Elwood, Secretary ure ln restoring the system to a
have
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg healthy condition. Thousands
testified to its superior excellence.
trustee.
cock, cemetery
Sold by all druggists.
Cha

ncellor

I

treat all kinds

.

...

1

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

T

SAVED

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

1

1

1

PHONE MAIN 227

.

f

able to carrv out nhlip-a- tnno mnria hv
firrr"
jfuur Kiuiity aim umuder trouble to develop beyond the NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
reacn or meciicine.
raKe Foley tuaToledo, O
ney nils. They give quick results
Hall's Catarrh Cure is .taken in-and stop irregularities with surprls- - ternally, acting directly upon the
O. G. Schaefer and blood and mucous surfaces of the sys
lng promptness.
Red Cross Drug Co.
tern.
Testimonials sent tree. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- ljkj uu aiiuw

IS Uie cause Ol man
tODSlipaUOn
Vtta Hall'a Mmll. Wlla fnr cnnatl.
.
1. .
ji..Ann .Limi
niutie 11.. pation
aiimums aim uiBViucia
miseranie. rase namuenain s stom
ach and Liver Tablets, keep your
The Danger of La Grippe
bowels regular and you will avoid
these diseases. For sale by all drug Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia
To cure your la grippe coughs take
gists.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R
E. Fisher, Washington, Kan., Bays
When buying a cough medicine for I was
with a severe attack
children bear in mind that Chamber rf lo ryltroubled
ta.tn t sir. r3 nanumA.
t of
laln'sCough Remedy is mosteffectual
and Tar Compound and I got relief
Ir.
i.fif
..
For sale by all druggists.
,,
,
WMoo
Ma
cured." Get the cenulne. in the vel- n. G. Schaefer nnrt
inw nuckae.
Kidney puis
always give satisfaction because they pea Cross Drug Co
always ao me worK. t. j. snemut,
"I have used
Bremen, Ga., sayB:
PILLS
Foley Kidney Pills with great satis CHICHESTER
BRAND. A
faction and found more relief from
f
one
LadlMl
Draui.t
Al
for
run
If
it wasn't
t'lng their use than from any other kidDe Tough
Diamond Bm
1M1U is Red tad Uold metalllA
m smash youse!
and
tried
I've
almost
medicine,
ney
bo.et, Ktled with Blue Ribbon.
ReEKT
What's that?
Mier. umr
all kinds. I can cheerfully recom
'rake
IrSfcA'rt-De Tough Youse looks like a gal mend them to all sufferers for kidney
DIAMOHI BRA1
ve&n known is Best. Safest, AlwtysReliibl
( uater know.
and bladder trouble." O- G. Sohaefer
SOID BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHfcRE
and Red Cross Drug Co

ANT Ads
Are Best

1
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Las

Veps

AutoiMbUe & Machine Shop
Wm.Whalen.Prop

Phone Marti 344,

RETAIL PRICES
20 per 10t Ibe.
86o per 108 lbs.
30c per 108 Ibe.

2.000 lbs. or Mere, Each Delivery
1,900 I be. to 2,000 fee Each Delivery
SO
lee. te 1,00 lbs Eaet. Delivery

M lbs. to 200 Ibe Each Delivery
Lese Than 80 Ibe Each Delivery

,

40c per 100 lbs.
per 100 Ibe.

6O0

AG'UA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

.

Ice! Co,

Pure Ice

T

4.1

Dunn Ah, you are in this
Fve called five times with this bill,
but you've been out.
Owens Indeed? Well, you are out
this time. Fine morning, isn't it?

Crystal

3

-

Vi

Vi

1

S

-

lisf

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out theSpeople to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
As

SEVEN

tidewaterIad

A little earlier, Mr. Flagler had Shortly after the road was finished, for several years taken the greatest
on the east coast of Florida At this
Planned those wonderful ImproveRogers was stricken by a mortal terest In the scientific features associ-strok- time the railroad Is so choked or conment In Florida, 'he most Important
There was some doubt, for ated with the construction of the over- - gested with transportation of the prodof which, as well as a world amazing a whe, whether the family tradition sea railroad. When Mr. Flagler's ucts of Florida for northern markets
one, having been completed in the and the earnest injunctions made by plan was first discussed by the engin that passenger trains are frequently
last days of the year 1911.
Mr. Rogers to his son and
eers of Great Britain they pronounced much delayed and, furthermore, this
What Mr. Rogers submitted to when would prevent the paslsng of this rail It unfeasible. So, also, did many en- traffic will undoubtedly compel the
gineers Insist that Mr. Harriman laying of a second track In the course
constructing what became known as road Into other hands. The
the Tidewater railroad, be never ful who was a civil engineer of great abil-ltl- might sink the entire Rocky moun- of a few years. Mr. Flagler expects
did, for business reasons not con- tains of Utah or that belt of the that the construction of this railroad
ly confessed. All of his friends real-lienected
with this road, retire from ac- mountains which the Union Pacific will create a very large passenger and
that he suffered keen humiliaHENRY FLAGLER WILL SOON
SEE tion when at a time, a few yea -- s ago, tive association with it. But it Is the railroad bisects, Into the Great Salt freight tragflc between the United
THE REALIZATION
the
of great money embarrassment he was common opinion that Mr. Rogers' son, lake and yet not find substantial States and Cuba. Furthermore,
OF HIS
FOND DREAM
i compelled to negotiate
a large loan, when the season of prosperity Is re- foundation for the causeway of via- completion of this railroad a year and
not merely by the use of his own cred- stored, is so to manage this road as duct which he purposed constructing a half ahead of the date now fixed for
it, which for many years had bea all to make it fulfill the expectations ff over that lake. Yet Mr. Harriman the opening of the Panama canal to
New York. Jan. ll.-B- oth
Henry M sufficient, but in addition by the col his father.
went ahead, exactly as Mr. Flagler has navigation will, Mr. Flagler expects,
ia Henry IT. Rog.
done.
Both constructed vast cause- result in a very large offering of trafA
year ago word came from Florida
ers, who uunt up the Standard Oil lateral secarlty of Standard Oil ceror
Mr.
viaducts across broad reaches fic to the railroad. 'Mr. Flagler in the
tificates.
that
was
ways
was
The
then
confidant
prepumaMv
Flagler
money
"rganizauon, were ambitious, after
Mr. Harriman was com past has made probably as few miwater.
of
they had gained great wealth, to needed for the purpose of completing that the coast line it- oversea railroad
build
or
to
which
he
up a foundation from stakesso far as business undertakings
initiated
toward
pelled
further
and
which
his
with
completion
pushing
achieve greatness individually.
That the Tidewater railroad. And he also name is
been supposed to were concerned as it has been the
had
what
would
popularly
identified
exclusively
is to say, ootn were Inspired
by Hn had to asrre to uav interest nt he be completed In the month of De- be a bottomless inland sea. Mr. Flag- good fortune of any man engaged in
amoiuon at aoout the same time to
t
ratu nf 7 r
ih mnn.v
ler found the foundation for his line large business undertakings in the
cember, 1911.
undertake a wjork of large
propor- M. D
.
HA1.H
Had it not been for the deposits of In the vast coral formation which sur- United States to commit. And it is in
,jnni
'"ua'
great amounts of to make
surveys which would call for the sea animalculae whereby the lime rounds the Florida coast and which no small sense due to the great concapital, the highest engineering abil-itan air line, as nearly as that was prac- of the ocean was converted into coral constitutes much of the ocean bed of fidence in his business judgment which
and keen commercial
foresight.
prevails that our business men are now
he rocks, Mr. Flagler's proposition would the Caribbean sea.
What these men accomplished with ticable, from Norfolk, Va., to
strongly inclined to the opinion that
heart
of
to
in
district
the
the
Mr.
coal
from
have
been
great
expects
chimerical.
so
journey
Flagler
But
it
the Standard Oil company and other
hapthe
extension of this coast line railHe
furtherpened that, but for the high develop Miami to Key West by the first train
organizations was achieved in asso- Appalachian mountains.
road
more
system to Key West will ultito
instructed
the
over
railroad
prothe
ment
of
the
engineers
manscience
completed
operated
ciation wifh men some of whom were
involving the
prove to be as wise a commately
vide
for as small grades as were prac- ufacture of concrete and the discovery some day in the later part of Januas able as themselves. The Standard
mercial
ticable.
to
had
Could
undertaking as was his exwill
have
He
he
be
unable
is
of
of
the
way
this
year.
Oil corporation did, until the
ability of concrete thoroughly ary
organi- the line would have been in ab'Mute to assimilate with
men- tension of the railway from Jacksonas
his
railroad
this
sees
exopting
coral
so
rocks
that
zation of the United States steel corfrom its eastern terminal at the two substances would become one tal vision pictures It to him. It may ville to Miami. Moreover, as was the
poration, illustrate the perfection to tangent
Norfolk to '.ts western terminal. But complete rocklike body, in all prob- be that the great strain, the constant case with Henry H. Rogers, this railwhich
of brains and fin
nature prevented that. In addition he ability Mr. Flager would not have employment which his undertaking of road will remain a memorial exance and of organizing
Hencapacity could entered into contracts which called for
planned an oversea railroad which this enterprise has entailed, has af clusively identifying the name of
attain. It; was frequently said that in
M.
Its
and
with
ry
Flagler
conception
the very magnitude and success of the best kind of railway construction. would bring New York and Philadel- fected his eyesight. He still can per constructionThis
was
can
not
discern
ceive
he
but
not
a
bo
or
much
matter
Kansas
of
faintly,
phia
City so near Havana
the Standard OH corporation
there
was proof that the age of collectiv- pride with him as because, with his that a few hours' ride by railway ferry objects and he is compelled1 to sfgn bis
ONLY A FEW DAYS
he realized that would make communication complete, name by the feel of his pen. Mr.
vision,
ism, as W9 commonly call it, had at
For only a few days or until Januala
low
railroad
even
upon
with
Flagler's
line
friends,
however,
without
say
that,
break.
any
grades
last come, and that individual ability
Mrs. Frank Strass will
Mr. Flagler was able to say in the though his ewes are almost sightless, ary 20, when
could only be used to the greatest ad- and slight curves, so built as to meet
leave for the East to purchase spring
mencan
he
see
the
with
wonderful
yet
demands
of
last
heaviest
the
traffic
week
of
the
December, 1911, that
vantage when it acted In
tal vividness the entire work, for he styles, she will sell all hats and trimwith the ability of other Individuals. and so equipped as to furnish that last deposit of concrete into its
at greatly reduced prices. This
he would be able to transport fled rjlace was made a llttln nast. mld- - has had each detail of it described to mings
Is an excellent opportunity to purIn this city, and in Standard Oil coatl
to the seacoast at so small a cost 'night on the day before Christmas; so him, as well as the general appearchase
in the millinery
circles especially, it has always b?en that the
coal could be marketed in the that it is possible to prepare schedules ance, and with these facts his imagi- line at pretty things
attractive
surmised that when Henry H. Rogeri
prices.
extremely
great manufacturing districts of the for the running of through trains from nation paints the work with the vivconceived the plan for the construc- Atlantic coast at a
a
of
dream.
idness
price which would New York or Philadelphia, or of.
SMOKE AND FIRE
tion of a railway line extending from
it into successful competition through oars from Cincinnati or Kan-wltIf the doubting engineers have been
bring
The smoker can find materials to
the Atlantic coast at Norfolk to the
other coal mines and with other j sas City to Key West without change, confounded by the success of Mr. Flag- fire his
appetite for tobacco at M. M.
heart of one of the great coal districts
railroads.
Presumably these cars are to be ler's plans,' men of finance and com- Thompson's store on Sixth street The
of the Appalachian region he was
At the cost of exhaustive nervous placed upon great railway ocean
merce still remain in some doubt as to best to be obtained In
cigars, tobacreally inspired by an ambition to show
physical strain, exemplifying not ryboats so that the journey from these the commercial advantage which will co and cigarettes is always kept on
the world that he, alone, single handmerely the energy, but the will power, cities or other parts of the United follow the opening up of this new rail- hand. The stock Is fresh and lovers
ed, would be able to construct a great which were characterttslcs of
s
road. But there was doubt, also, when of the weed can always find their fahim, Mr. States can be made to Havana
work and one with which his name
was able to complete this line. out leaving the oars.
Mr. Flagler began the construction of vorite brands. Remember tie place
would be exclusively identified
Then the great tragedy occurred.
The engineers of Europe have now a railroad line paralleling the ocean Thompson's.
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OPTIC It's So

Everybody Should
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He had a difficult role and he handled

it well. '

There were some pretty good sonEs
hi the piece. "Hands Up" made the
best Impression, although the famous
"Billy" song called forth much applause. The choorus girls were now
sessed of the average kick but were
not equal to the average in looks.
However, 'the play was a fair one
provided you hadn't expected tee

BILLY CLIFFORD WAS NOT much.
THE STAR THE PRESS AGENT

BUT

SAID HE WOULD BE.
No one need get excited over "The
Girl, the Man and the Game." This
musical comedy with Billy Clifford in
the stellar role, held the attention of
a good sized audience at the Duncan

opera house last night The perform
ance was of the burlesque vaudeville
variety. At every opportunity Billy
Clifford was thrown into the limelight
in spite of the fact that one or two
members of his company outshone
him whenever they were given half
an opportunity. Mr. Clifford succeeded In hypnotizing himself into believing he is funny. His success
with the audience was not so pronounced. It did not take him long to
demonstrate that he is not in the same
class with Cecil Lean, the "fat guy"
who did the heavy with "Bright Eyes."
Jnst one stunt by the
Billy made a real hit The Bald hit
was made possible because of the fact
that he was assisted by a clever little
soubrette with copper-golhair the
kind you read about and grace and
beauty in every movement. It was
in "The Girl, the Man and the Game"
waltz that Billy got his blngle, which
the crowd as umpire declared safe by
a scratch. The little soubrette, Miss
Mae Collins, showed her class as a
dancer and Mr. Clifford glowed in the
light of her reflected glory. Clifford
really played the part of the man who
is occupying first base when some
fellow knocks a home run he makes
swatter gets
a score but the four-sac- k
the hand. And Miss Collins was the
aforesaid blngler.
Mr. Jack Tralnor was "it" spelled
with capitals and two T's If you care
to use 'em. He played the part of a
Dutch uncle of
the character portrayed by Billy
Clifford. Mr. Tralnor was a pippin.
much-booste-

d

Whatever-hls-name-wa-

s,

d

THE 5, 10 AND 20 CENT 8TORE
Sells 3 cans Dutch cleaner, 6 boxes
hardwood toothpicks, 3 cakes sapollo,
3 boxes 20 mule borax, 3
rolls, 1,000
sheets toilet paper, 6 packages gloss
starch, two bottles ammonia, 4 sewed
brooms, three cans concentrated lyi
two one pound cans chloride of lime,
any of the above lots for twenty-fiv- e
cents.
INDIANA

DAIRYMEN IN 8ES8I0N
Lafayette, Ind., Jan. 11. Three
hundred Indiana dairymen are participating in the annual meeting of the
Indiana State Dairymen's association,
which began here today In connection
with the fanners' short course at the
Purdue school of agriculture. President I B. Calvin, of Kewanna,
at the Initial session and delivered his annual address.
pre?-side-

AN AWFUL CRASH
China has fallen at the Bally curio
store with an awful crash. They are
actually selling all China at
off. Now Is the time to purchase
those pretty pieces. Creamers and
sugar bowls In pretty designs. Come
In and look at the assortment.
You
are sure to find something that will
take your eye. The prices are ridiculously cheap.
one-thir-

63 DEGREE8 BELOW ZERO
The temperature didn't go quite
that low last night but nevertheless,
it went down far enough to satisfy
the most exacting lover of winter
weather. When your business, calling or shipping trips take you out
Into the cold you can warm up quickly by dropping into Potter's on Douglas avenue and drinking a cup of his
delicious hot chocolate. A good place
to go, too, after the theater.
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SWEET
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Per Pound 7o
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Yourself as well
as Las Vegas.
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Pirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
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The
Science of
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to You at The Same
Price You Will Pay in Any Regal Store.
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Regal Shoes

LOCAL NEWS

FANCY KANSAS

Of

Finch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Judge David J. Leahy, Colonel M.
Direct from distillery
M. Padgett and Dick Smith made up a In the wood.
il"BooidBp
the
Lobby, of course.
At
to
you.
of
for
the
Kinity
hunting party
,lw,,l
Che. peri to this afternoon.
They exWoodmen
of
America
Modern
The
pert to return loaded down with
ill meet tomorrow flight In the
attention to the
Again we want to call your
Tij- a dram of Old Taylor bournon
Woodmen of the Worjf hall on Sixth
at the Opera Bar.
A large attendance is desired.
lad that we are SOLE AGENTS lor the Cele
There will be a Joint meeting oi street.
P.
Rebekah
O.
and
lodges
I.
O.
The Altar Guild of St Paul's Me the
brated
Leperino Rodriguez, aged 23 years,
morial Episcopal church met this af this evening at 8 o'clock at the Odd died
morning in the Santa Fe
Tuesday
of
Installation
hall.
ternoon with Miss Helen Cunning Fellows' lodge
Rodriguez was a laborer
RbGAL SHOES
officers will take place, and other hospital.
ham at her home on Slrth street.
Fe road at Becker and
the
Santa
for
business will be transacted. A large came to the hospital three weeks ago.
All visiting
The recently elected officers of attendance is desired.
Little is known of MS family or his
Mora county have sent their bonds to members are Invited to attend the tory and his body if being held by J
Which have been recognized as the VERY
District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward meeting.
C. Johnsen & Son, undertakers, until
for approval. They will qualify as
BEST VALUES OBTAINABLE since the first
can be received from relatives.
of word
Provision for the assistance
soon as the bonds have been returnworthy charitable and
ed and filed.
day they were put on the market and are
Owing to the numerous counter at
institutions was made by the late tractions In Las Vegas last night the
grow nig better each year.
Henry Goke in his wiU, which haa city council did not meet. But few
The Roy. George E. Farman of
left
Goke
Mr.
will give a steoropticon lecture been filed for probate.
of the councilmen showed up at the
this evening a 7:30 at the Baptist $500 to St. Anthony's sanitarium and city hall and it was necessary to call
church. The lecture is to be given in the same amount to the Catholic off the regular monthly meeting.
the interests of the American Bible church and convent at Sapello, where However, the council is subject to
so many years. To the the call of the mayor and should any
This For Your Consideration
society and no admission will be he resided for
Las Vegas hospital Mr. Goke left business of importance como up be
charged. Every one is invited
The greater part of his estate tween now and the February meeting
$250.
Mr. Goke left to his widow but made an extra session will be held.
Mrs. Lulslta Herrera de Joquel has ample provision for his other heirs.
filed unit In th district court of Mora Rev. Father M. A. D. Rivera and As so many of the persons who ex
Sell
Napoleon Fontaine, Mr. Coke's pect to attend the inauguration of Gov
county for a divorce from her hus-Mrexecutors.
as
in
Fe
Santa
Monday
ernor McDonald
band Eugenio Joquel. Mrs. Joquel daughter, were named
asserts she and the defendant were On account of the size of the estate are planning to leave here at differ
It Is ent times it been necessary to call off
married in Mora In 1905. She asks and the various Items of which
MODELS AND MATIERIALS ON DISPLAY
estimate
to
It
difficult
is
the special train. However, many are
for the divorce on the grounds of composed
the
of
The probate planning to take advantage
Mr. Coke's wealth.
abandonment
IN OUR SHOW WINDOW
court has set March 11 as the date special rates offered by the railroad
will
be represented by
and Las Vegas
The Kndghts of Columbus are ex- for probating the will.
a large delegation. It was announced
social
at
the
crowd
a
large
pecting
The opening basketball game of the in the mass meeting held in the city
and dance this evening. Music will
tomorrow even- hall last night that the Las VeganB In
be furnished by Mrs. Simmerson for season will be played
A. gymnasium Santa Fe Monday will meet at the
C.
M.
Y.
In
the
the dancers. Those who do not care ing
at 9 o'clock In the morn
The when the representatives of the busi- Palace hotel
to dance will play cards.
of party they will
association
Regardless
lng.
the
of
class
men's
ness
Knights are planning to serve refreshand the Bhowing of
one
in
body
school
stay
and the team from the High
ments during the evening.
will no
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and
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will
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and
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has sent out
Cimarron
which
Fe,
the
Santa
offered
rate
by
matter for "the town that holds a hot one. Captain Truder of the amounts to $4.05. Tickets can be purannounce his
the keys to Colfax county." The let School boys will not
15 and
as owing chased up to and on January
tomorrow
until
night
terheads of the organization outline lineup
at Januset
is
limit
return
final
the
in
"Babe" Koogler
the climate and resources of Cimarron to the injury of
a shift will ary 20.
Put up an Electric Sign, on our Flat Rate Proposition.
and the bureau has sent out cards, nractice last Saturday
is a
in
which are to be returned by those be necessary. And then there
weather
extreme
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Owing
will be able
If you do not Keep Your Name and Business Before
According to possibility that Koogler
desiring Information.
Kansas the California Limited, due
would
which
upset
to
the
in
be
game,
arrived in Las
these letterheads and cards Cimarron,
the Public you are Soon Forgotten.
announce his early in the morning,
"the susbine city of the sunshine things should Truder
this afternoon at 1:50 o'clock
Vegas
The
High
before
the
five
game.
state," holds the keys to the Colfax
Afternoon trains were several hours
school team is considerably outweigh
county, a vast empire of wealth. For
late. No. 9 Is reported Indefinitely
men but the boys
information regarding the place per- ed by the business
and will not arrive In Las Vegas
around late
to play
rings
to George S. expect
sons are referred
until after midnight. The Santa Fe
their seniors. However, the business train No. 19, the De Luxe, arrived in
Gumaer, secretary of the bureau.
men may have something to say the Meadow
City this morning on time
about this and will make their "spier to the second, having traveled through
enare
again
Las Vegas lawyers
a sstrong as posible. J. C. Bake!, the storms In Kansas with remarkable
joying the presence in the city of a
resident judge. Since taking the oath A. R. Marwlck. B. T. Mills. L. W.
speed, being on time at all points
and Charles Hedgcock will make along
at San Quentln tomorrow and after
the line. Travel from the east
of office early this week, Judge Dathe is unusually heavy and the De Luxe, SANTA FE CONCERT AT considerable agitation Governor Johnvid J. Leahy has been busily engaged up the quintette representing
son yesterday commuted the sentence
in hearing cases in chambers on the business men, but up to date the po- according to the local officials, carried
Plaza. Judge Clarence J. Roberts had sition to he played by each has not a capacity load this moraine. The
THE Y.M.C.A. TONIGHT of one to life Imprisonment and refor several
California Limited was crowded to the
succeeded in cleaning the docket to been determined upon.
prieved two others
months. The fourth man, Mark A
limit this afternoon and turnt l Oown
a large extent hut there is always a
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
six Las Vegas passengers for the THE NORDICA COMPANY OF
Wilklns, found guilty of the murdei
large amount of business needing the
or a woman in Oakland, will be bangDear Sir. Our insurance advice Is coast. Train No. 1 was running in two
attention of the court. Since Govern
IS RECOMMENDED AS
or Mills received his appointment a free to you. It may be of value to sections.
ed tomonow unless the governor
GOOD ATTRACTION.
heeds the request of those bhr. 1 the
judge has not been easily available you. You pay money willingly for fire
Antonio
and much business accumulated be- insurance.
li itiative movement.
County Commissioner-elec- t
A program pf fascinating variety
from
Our advice tends to warrant not
this
arrived
tween visits of Judge Roberts. This
morning
Gallegos
necessitated him remaining in the city spending your money In vain. Ask us his home in Villanueva and was sworn will be rendered this evening at the
several days and often was the cause about
in by Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the Y. M. C. A. by the Nordica Concert
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CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
Some of the
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all towns along the Santa Fe road
as well as the mem and is a favorite
The program to be given Saturday
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everywhere she has
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evening at the reception for Secretary
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Antonio Lucero by the
uled to make short addresses. The
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people.
artist. Bach one comes recommended ed to a number of Las
LAS VEGAS STEAM
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general public opened today and the
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Though for the past three days Las
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Granulated & Pearl Hommy. Cracked,
of Wheat. Ralsten, & Petty John
&
Cream
Shredded
Puffed,
Aunt
Breakfast Food. Cora, Maple and VhMit Flakes.
and
Minute
Jemima's Pancake & Buckwheat Flour! Pearl,
Richeleiu, Prices, Quaker and Scotch
Fine Tapioca.
Oat Meal, Grains of Gold, Nudevene, Pearl'd Barley, Potatoe
Flour. Farina, Farinose, Cream of Rye, Post Toasties, Postum,
and many others too numerous to name here.
SUCH AS Quaker,
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Also Just Received a Nice Lot of Cresco the New Shortening Better Than Butter, Try it.
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